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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to examine the means of scores on three forms of a
standardized reading comprehension test taken by community college students in developmental
reading classes. The three forms of the test were administered as a timed multiple-choice test, a
constructed response test, and an un-timed multiple-choice test. Scores on the Group Embedded
Figures Test (GEFT) were used to classify the students who participated in the study as having
field dependent (LOW GEFT), mid-field dependent/independent (MID GEFT), or fieldindependent (HIGH GEFT) tendencies.
The paired samples test was used to analyze the scores among the students classified as
LOW GEFT, MID GEFT, and HIGH GEFT for mean differences in scores on the three test
formats. The data revealed that for LOW GEFT students, the format of the test impacted their
scores, with the mean of the scores of the un-timed multiple-choice test being significantly
higher than the timed multiple-choice test and the constructed response format. The data also
showed that for the MID GEFT students the mean of the scores for the un-timed multiple-choice
test was significantly higher than the means for the timed multiple-choice test scores and the
constructed response test scores. However, no significant mean difference was found between
the timed multiple-choice test scores and the constructed response test scores. For the HIGH
GEFT students, significant mean difference existed only between the un-timed multiple-choice
and the timed multiple choice scores.
The means of reading comprehension test scores on the three formats between the LOW
GEFT, MID GEFT, and HIGH GEFT students indicated significant mean difference between the
timed multiple choice test scores but not between the means of the scores for the constructed
response and the un-timed multiple-choice test scores.
iii

Demographically, when the means of the reading test scores were analyzed with ethnicity
as the controlling variable, the Hispanic students had a significantly higher mean on the scores
for the constructed response test format. No other significant mean differences were found
between the scores of the African American, Caucasian, Hispanic, or Native American students.
When the means of the reading test scores were analyzed with gender as the controlling
variable, no significant mean difference was found between the reading comprehension scores of
the men and women.
This study indicated that cognitive style had more impact on students’ performance on a
standardized test of reading comprehension than did ethnicity or gender. The un-timed multiplechoice format also had an equalizing effect on the means of the scores for these students.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background and Significance
During 30 years of teaching developmental reading in college, this researcher has found
her classes filled with students who had a variety of reading skills. Some were excellent readers
who could not reach the standardized test score required for entering college-credit English.
Other students, however, had severe reading problems that included an inability to pronounce
words, a limited academic vocabulary, and difficulty applying literal and critical comprehension
skills when processing text. The majority of these problems appear to be the results of a lack of
exposure to and knowledge of syntactical structures used in academic writing. In other words,
these students suffered from a lack of reading experiences.
Both types of students told stories of academic neglect and emotional mistreatment that
they suffered during their elementary and secondary school years. Far too many of them shared
characteristics of those whom Purkey and Novak (1989) described as the disinvited and who
become the most alienated and most likely to resist learning in the school environment. Some
managed to remain and complete school; others indicated that they dropped out mentally at very
young ages and then dropped-out physically as soon as they could legally do so. Their return to
college after completing adult high school or GED programs is often based upon the desire to
better their lives (Krystal Report, 2000).
While most are thankful for the opportunity to pursue their vocational dreams through the
open-door policy of the community college, this professor has found it difficult to break down
the barriers against learning that many of these students constructed over the years as
mechanisms for self-preservation. Helping these students realize that they can develop and
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improve their reading skills has always been a rewarding classroom experience for this
researcher. Even those students who have strong reading skills have proven to be thankful for
the opportunities provided in the college preparatory reading course to enhance the
comprehension skills, critical thinking skills, and study skills that increase the chance for success
in college-credit courses. Another core component of the reading course is to design activities
and select readings that help students to overcome their feelings of low self-esteem and the
frustration and anger that they have toward their previous educational experiences.
The majority of these students also comment on the negative impact that low scores on
standardized multiple-choice tests had on their educational experiences. In fact, assessment of
student achievement based on the number of correctly answered multiple-choice questions
remains the primary method for determining students’ progress and schools’ effectiveness. Over
20 years ago, Strenio (1981) warned educators that “standardized tests have become a modern
obsession which influences what others think of us and what we think about ourselves” (p. xv).
He further noted Mayer’s belief that standardized tests would someday be exhibited in museums
along with the Inquisition’s inventions of torture.
In his 1689 essay “An Essay on Human Understanding,” John Locke wrote, “Let us then
suppose the mind to be, as we say, white paper, void of all characters, without any ideas—How
comes it to be furnished?” (reprinted in Great Books of the Western World, 35, 1987, p. 121).
Regardless of one’s thoughts on this statement (i.e. the mind is not a blank slate, etc.), his
question “How comes it then to be furnished?” has been the conscious focus of educational
reform for the last thirty years: Hergenhahn (1988) indicated that learning theorists such as
Plato, Piaget, Popper, Mowrer, Wagner, Bandura, Bolles, Thorndike, Skinner, Vygotsky,
Watson, and others have devoted most of their careers exploring how individuals acquire
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knowledge. Learning style inventories have been developed to help students (and their teachers)
identify how each learns best (Kolb, 1976). Models of teaching have been designed to match
students’ learning styles so that there is a fit between the students’ learning styles and
instructional methods (Joyce and Weil, 1996). The associates at the National Center for Fair and
Open Testing have for many years noted that the development of adequate assessment tools to
determine what students learn has lagged behind the research devoted to how they learn (Fair
Test, 1992).
Even though millions of dollars and much effort have gone to improve the education of
all students, standardized test scores have not changed significantly during the last ten years. As
noted in Steele, Ceci, Williams, Kornhaber, Bersteum, Rothstein, and Loury (1998), Jencks and
Phillips believe that closing the gap between minority/white scores could possibly “do more to
promote racial equality than any other strategy . . .” (p. 3). This concept may be considered
controversial—to tie success to a test score—but that is what has occurred. This intent to
increase test scores drives the educational experiences for many students (Abrams and Madaus,
2003); furthermore, the stigma of not scoring enough points to close the gap in test scores has
served to negate what students learn and accomplish in their classes because that knowledge may
not be reflected in low test scores (Steele et al., 1998).
Steele et al. (1998) viewed the issue of the black/white test score gap as symptomatic of
societal inequality—and well it may be; however, this view also keeps the focus from the
structure of the test, which by its very design may be a factor in maintaining societal inequality.
Furthermore, if the efforts done in good faith to redesign school curricula have failed to increase
test scores of minority students significantly, how can those who continue to work so diligently
to improve instruction in the classroom think that another program will produce better test
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scores? How can those so concerned be so willing to place success or failure of instructionally
sound programs on multiple-choice test scores? To question the test is not a position that seeks
to lower standards or to find “easier” tests that everyone passes, but rather it is a request to seek
assessment tools that represent a better fit between the instrument used and how a student can
best express what has—and what has not—been learned.
While educators, sociologists, psychologists, and politicians have attempted for over 30
years to explain why minority students have difficulty acquiring the reading skills necessary to
pass standardized tests, they have continually pointed to economic, social, and political forces—
which include the low socio-economic levels of the students and their parents, lack of reading
materials in the home, too much time spent watching television, living in a single-parent home,
being in large classes, and the teacher’s inability to teach (Miller, 1972; Hess and Shipman,
1972; Haymes, 1996). In fact, Newman (1996) maintained that the descriptors of the
“situational” aspects of the lives of the disenfranchized exist for almost 83% of the students in
American schools, leaving approximately only 17% of today’s students in possession of those
values that are cited as requirements for school success. Egalitarian efforts, which contributed to
the political unrest of the 1960s and refused to endorse the shallowness of basic skills education,
are also often cited by Conservatives as causes for lower test scores (Haymes, 1996).
Speaking a dialect other than standard English (such as Black English Vernacular—or
Ebonics or African American English (AAE), as the dialect is currently labeled—spoken by
African-Americans and Southern mountain dialect spoken by the poor in the South and
Appalachian Mountain regions) has long been viewed as a causal factor for low reading test
scores. Speaking Spanish and any of the 250 Native American languages are also included
among the causal factors as to why minority students do not acquire reading skills. However, the
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research on dialect interference and the acquisition of reading skills reviewed and conducted by
Barnitz (1997) supported the concept that dialect does not have a measurable effect on reading
achievement. Simons (2001) presented similar findings in his study of African American second
graders. He also called for an investigation of the instruction that interferes with dialect
speakers, especially African American children, learning to reading.
For over 25 years, educational and psychological journals have printed articles indicating
students have learning styles that are unique to them as individuals and that students are more
successful when instruction is provided through methods that accommodate learning style
(Gardner, 1997; Slavin, 1990; Madhere, 1989; McCarthy, 1987; Carbo, Dunn, and Dunn, 1986;
Hale-Benson, 1986). However, cognitive processing style—how one processes information after
it is learned—has had little impact on testing procedures. A review of the literature indicated
that students have different processing styles—that they synthesize and express the information
learned in different ways (Tinajero & Paramo, 1998; Kiewra & Frank, 1986). Furthermore,
cognitive psychologists have studied the cognitive/information processing styles of fielddependence and field-independence for over 40 years. Researchers such as Witkin and Asch
(1948), Messick (1976), Witkin and Goodenough (1974), Korchin (1982), McCarthy (1983), and
Hale-Benson (1986) indicated that cognitive styles exist and affect the way individuals assimilate
and process information and express what they know. Messick (1976) and Riding and Pearson
(1994) indicated that cognitive style and intelligence are separate, but field-independent students
(analytics) are often more successful in academic situations and considered more intelligent
because of this success. Perrin (1990) further noted that students who do well on multiple-choice
tests are held in high esteem. However, minor attention has been given to the lack of fit between
the cognitive processing style of students who grasp global meanings (field-dependent) and
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processes of evaluation that focus on analytical abilities and thus favor those students who can
discretely isolate facts (field-independent). The influence of cognitive processing style on a
student’s ability to discern the correct answer from the distractors (incorrect choices) on
multiple-choice tests needs further examination.
While Tinajero and Paramo (1998) reported that the assessment of reading
comprehension has been the focus of many studies, they noted that these studies did not
investigate the multiple-choice format as a possible causal factor in the student’s ability to
answer questions correctly. According to Tinajero and Paramo (1998), research in the area of
cognitive styles indicated that “field-independent subjects perform better (on standardized tests)
than field-dependent subjects, whether assessment is of specific discipline or across the board,
even though FDI is entirely separate from intelligence” (p. 227). Therefore, the inability of
students to perform well on multiple-choice tests may be the result of the lack of fit between the
format of the test and the cognitive processing style of the student.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to examine the standardized, multiple-choice test scores
(timed and un-timed) and constructed response test scores of field-independent and fielddependent students in selected college preparatory reading classes at Daytona Beach Community
College in Daytona Beach, Florida.

The Research Questions
1. Is there a statistically significant difference in mean scores on the timed multiple-choice
(MCT) test, the constructed-response (CR) test, and the un-timed multiple-choice
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(MCUT) test of the Nelson-Denny Reading Comprehension Test of students who were
classified by the Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) as LOW GEFT with fielddependent tendencies?
2.

Is there a statistically significant difference in mean scores on the timed multiple-choice
(MCT) test, the constructed-response (CR) test, and the un-timed multiple-choice
(MCUT) test of the Nelson-Denny Reading Comprehension Test of students who are
classified by the GEFT as MID GEFT with mixed- or mid-field dependent/ independent
tendencies?

3. Is there a statistically significant difference in the mean scores on the timed multiplechoice (MCT) test, the constructed-response (CR) test, and the un-timed multiple-choice
(MCUT) test of the Nelson Denny Reading Comprehension Test of students who are
classified by the GEFT as HIGH GEFT with field-independent tendencies?
4. Is there a statistically significant difference in mean scores on the timed multiple-choice
(MCT) test, the constructed-response (CR) test, and the un-timed multiple-choice
(MCUT) test of the Nelson Denny Reading Comprehension Test of students who are
categorized by the GEFT as field-dependent, mid- or mixed-field dependent/independent,
or field-independent?
5. Is there a statistically significant difference of mean scores among the African American,
Caucasian, Hispanic, and Native American students on the timed multiple-choice (MCT)
format; the constructed-response (CR) format, and the un-timed multiple-choice (MCUT)
format of the Nelson Denny Reading Comprehension Test?
6. Is there a statistically significant difference in the mean scores between the scores of
African American, Caucasian, Hispanic, and Native American students on the timed
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multiple-choice (MCT) format; the constructed-response (CR) format, and the un-timed
multiple-choice (MCUT) format on The Nelson Denny Comprehension Reading Test?
7. Is there a statistically significant difference in the means between the scores of African
American, Caucasian, Hispanic, and Native American students on the Group Embedded
Figures Test (GEFT), which was used to classify students as having field-dependent
(LOW GEFT), mid- or mixed- field (MID GEFT), or field-independent (HIGH GEFT)
tendencies?
8. Is there a statistically significant difference in the mean scores of men and women on the
following formats of the Nelson Denny Reading Comprehension Test: the timed
multiple-choice (MCT) format; the constructed-response (CR) format, and the un-timed
multiple-choice (MCUT) format?

Procedures
This study concerning cognitive processing style and students’ ability to select or produce
correct answers on the standardized Nelson Denny Reading Comprehension Test was
conducted at Daytona Beach Community College in Daytona Beach, Florida. The population
for this study included 273 students enrolled in developmental reading classes at the
community college during the Spring Semester, 2001. The sample consisted of 163 students
who were in the nine developmental reading classes taught by the four instructors who
volunteered 4.5 hours of class time for their students to complete tests used in the study: (1)
the Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) used to categorize students as fieldindependent/dependent/mixed field and (2) the Nelson Denny Reading Comprehension Test
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used to determine students’ performance on three different forms given as multiple-choice
timed (Form G), multiple-choice un-timed (Form E), and constructed-response (Form F) tests.
The three formats of the reading test were administered during the first two weeks of the
Spring Semester, and the GEFT was administered during the fourth week as part of a class
session on Learning Styles (only students who were in the sample were given the GEFT). The
data were analyzed using the SPSS Graduate Pack (1999) statistical software. The independent
variable was the subjects’ GEFT score; the dependent variables were the subjects’ scores on
the three formats of the Nelson Denny Reading Comprehension Test. A t-test was used to
examine the means of the reading comprehension test scores of students within the three
groups of students that were formed by the GEFT scores (HIGH GEFT, MID GEFT, and LOW
GEFT). ANOVA was used to examine the means between the HIGH, MID, and LOW GEFT
groups. The paired-t test was also used to examine the means of the GEFT and the reading
comprehension scores based on the ethnicity and gender of the students.
CHAPTER III presents a detailed discussion of the procedures used to conduct the study.

Assumptions
The following assumptions were made in this study:
1. The students who participated were representative of students enrolled in developmental
reading courses in community colleges in Florida.
2. The Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) selected to determine the student’s cognitive
processing style is recognized by those in the field of cognitive psychology as a valid,
reliable test.
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3. The standardized test (Nelson-Denny Reading Test) selected to determine the level of
reading comprehension skills is a nationally recognized test used in community colleges
throughout the United Stated.
4. All students were administered the timed multiple-choice test within the twenty-minutes
stipulated in the Nelson-Denny Reading Test Manual for Scoring and Interpretation,
Form G & H (Brown, Fishco, &Hanna, 1993).
5. All students were administered the un-timed multiple-choice test and the constructedresponse of the reading comprehension test within a fifty-minute period of time.
6. The results were considered only within the limits of the instruments used to assess the
students.
7. The study could be replicated at the same or other community colleges to provide an
extensive comparison of its results and conclusions.

Limitations of the Study
This study was restricted for the following reasons:
1. The study focused only on students enrolled in college preparatory reading courses at a
community college in Florida during the spring 2001 semester.
2. The results may not extend to other community college students.
3. The professor as researcher may have lacked objectivity as observer of the study.

Definition of Terms
For the purpose of this study, the following terms were defined:
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1. Achievement Test is an “examination that measures educationally relevant skills or
knowledge about such subjects as reading, spelling, or mathematics” (Dietel, Herman,
and Knuth, 1991, p.11).
2. Ability emphasizes correctness and accuracy of response and level of achievement in
terms of what and how much one is able to learn (Messick, 1976).
3. Bipolar indicates the two opposite ends of a continuum that reflects different cognitive
behaviors, not just more or less of the same thought processes. Do not confuse ‘bipolar’
as it is used in the discussion of cognitive style with the same term used to describe a
mental disorder; the terms are unrelated.
4. Constructed-response Test is a test that allows students to answer questions in their own
words and provides information of the student’s breadth and depth of understanding on
the content presented; however, this test format is not considered to be cost-effective
because of the time involved for scoring.
5. Cognitive Style is the psychological process an individual utilizes to perceive and react
to his/her environment. It is concerned with how an individual thinks, solves problems,
relates to other, and learns. Cognitive style is considered value free and stable over time
(Witkin, Moore, Goodenough, and Cox, 1977). Researchers have identified several
different cognitive styles, but this study is concerned with only the dimensions of field
dependence and field independence.
6. Criterion-referenced Test is an instrument that specifies a particular goal or criterion for
students to achieve (Fraenkel and Wallen, 1996).
7. Field Dependence is the dimension of cognitive style in which the individual is
characterized as having a greater aptitude for interpersonal skills but has difficulty
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breaking information into isolated parts, seeing an item as discrete from its background,
or providing structure to context when there is none (Witkin et al., 1977). This style is
often equated with global, wholistic, or relational cognitive style (Rayner and Riding,
1997).
8. Field Independence is the dimension of cognitive style in which the individual is
described as analytical. The person who has this cognitive style has the ability to see
isolated parts of a problem, perceive an item as discrete from its background, and provide
structure to context when there is none (Witkin et al., 1977). This cognitive style is often
equated with the analytical style (Rayner and Riding, 1997).
9. Norm-referenced Test is an objective, standardized test that measures the performance
of one group of individuals in relation to the performance of other groups of individuals
(Dietet, Herman, and Knuth, 1991).
10.

Reliability is the degree to which scores obtained with an instrument are consistent
measures of whatever the instrument measures (Fraenkel and Wallen, 1996).

11.

Standardized Assessment Tests are tests normed to a specific group, written at a specific
grade level, traditionally use a multiple-choice format, and are considered cost-effective
and easily scored (Hirsch, 1996).

12.

Validity is the degree to which correct inferences can be made based on results from an
instrument, depends not only on the instrument itself but also on the instrumentation
process and characteristics of the group studied (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1996).
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Summary
Standardized testing has become a part of the American educational system. Those in
authority view its use as proof of their dedication to hold all students to the same standard of
achievement. Chapter 1 presented a brief overview of the problems created by using the results
of timed standardized multiple-choice tests to provide an estimation of an individual’s
achievement or non-achievement. The concept that cognitive processing style may influence an
individual’s performance on the testing process was also introduced and formed the basis for the
research questions and the data analyses for this study.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Relevant Research
The research most relevant to this study of cognitive style and the assessment of the
reading comprehension achievement of community college students comes from four sources:
•

research that examined field dependence/independence (FDI) as cognitive styles of
thinking;

•

research that examined the development of the use of standardized multiple-choice tests
in schools;

•

research that examined the relationship between cognitive style; reading comprehension,
and reading assessment;

•

research that examined cognitive style and its relationship to the academic achievement
of minority students.

Field Dependence/Independence as Cognitive Styles of Thinking
Cognitive style is now defined within the dimensions of the psychological processes an
individual utilizes to perceive and react to his/her environment (Hernandez, 1989; Durodoye &
Hildreth, 1995). As cited in Tinajero, Paramo, Cadeviera, and Rodriques-Holguin (1993),
Brodinsky believes cognitive style to be the “self-consistent modes of adaptation that mediate the
ways in which individuals process information” (p. 77). Luk (1998) added that “cognitive style
reflects an individual’s preferred way of actively processing and transforming information,
categorizing new knowledge, and integrating it within the memory structure” (p. 151). Tennant
(1988) indicated that cognitive style is a consistent approach that an individual uses to organize
14

and process information. Riding et al. (1997) further described cognitive style as one’s ”habitual
preference” for processing information for the completion of specific mental tasks (p. 21).
Since World War II, psychologists and educators have researched the concept of
cognitive style as they sought to find new constructs that delineated between an individual’s
modes of intellectual functioning and an individual’s ability to learn. Messick, as cited in Cagley
(1983), noted that there are five important differences between cognitive style and intellectual
abilities:
1.

“Abilities emphasize correctness or accuracy of response and level of achievement . . .
(while) cognitive style examines perception and personality . . .” (Cagley, 1983, p. 16).

2.

Ability questions what and how much one is able to learn whereas cognitive style
questions how one perceives, thinks, solves problems, learns, and relates to others and the
environment (Cagley, 1983).

3.

Abilities are specific in function and area, but cognitive styles are pervasive and
“function in part as controlling mechanisms determining an individual’s characteristic
regulation and control of impulse, thought, and behavioral expression in diverse areas”
(Messick (1976) as cited in Cagley, 1983, p. 14). Another attribute of the pervasiveness
of cognitive style is that it can be assessed by perceptual rather than the traditional verbal
methods. By using nonverbal perceptual techniques to examine an individual’s cognitive
style, Witkin et al. (1977) noted that the negative results on most verbal assessment
procedures suffered by students who are not part of the mainstream culture are removed.

4.

Ability is considered unipolar and moves toward levels of achievement; cognitive style is
bipolar and exists along a continuum, thus ranging from one extreme to another with
each pole having adaptive value and judged positively when seen as necessary in relation
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to particular circumstances. For example, on one end of the pole is clustered the
competence in cognitive articulation plus an impersonal orientation, while on the other
end is clustered a social orientation but less articulation competence. From these
different orientations come the cognitive forces that provide individual personalities with
the requirements to do specified tasks: A psychiatric nurse and a surgical nurse have
different tasks to perform in their professions; according to Messick (1976), it is the
individual’s cognitive style that directed the propensity of each to seek to do those tasks.
5.

Ability, due partly from its unipolarity, is directional and value associated, moving
toward achievement; however, cognitive style is value free regardless of the extreme or
degree of functioning. It is the recognition of those cognitive styles that will eventually
help each person to find a place in society as a valued individual with unique and
differentiating abilities (Cagley, 1983). Witkin et al. (1977) also added that cognitive
styles, while not unchangeable, are stable over time and can be predicted with accuracy.
While ability and style are viewed as separate and distinct, Hale-Benson (1986) explored

Asa Hilliard’s assumption that human cognitive style is the framework that provides an
individual his or her view of the world: “The style can be observed in all areas of . . . expression,
such as through . . . worldview, language, music, religion, art, work, dance, problem solving,
sports, writing, or any other area of human expression” (p. 44). Hilliard (1976) also expressed
that there is a strong relationship between cognitive style and cultural or ethnic groups. He
further stressed that there is no evidence of a relationship between intelligence and style. As
cited in Tinajero and Paramo (1998), Hilliard’s views were supported by studies conducted by
Bush and Dridder, 1971, and Forns and Amador, 1990.
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Riding (1997) shared that both style and ability will affect performance on a given task.
The basic distinction between them is that performance on all tasks will improve as ability
increases, whereas the effect of style on performance for an individual will either be positive or
negative depending on the nature of the task (p. 30).
Cagley (1983) wrote that “at least a dozen different cognitive style dimensions have been
systematically researched” (p. 21) and that Messick categorized nine dimensions of cognitive
style. However, field dependence and field independence (FDI) have received the most attention
of all the cognitive style dimensions (Tinajero et al., 1993). Even though later researchers have
coined new terms, such as “analytics” and “wholists” (Riding, 1998), “reflectives” and
“impulsives” (Waring, Furthing, and Kidder-Ashley, 1999), “divergent” and “convergent”
(Bahar and Hansell, 2000), and “dualists” and “relativists” (Wilkison and Schwartz, 1991), the
characteristics ascribed to these processing styles are reflective of those associated with field
dependence/independence.
Herman Witkin is credited with the earliest research in FDI. In his review of this work,
Witkin (1976) explained how he studied and developed his theory of these dimensions of
cognitive style. His earliest research dealt with how an individual locates the upright in space.
The perception of “up” is based on the visual information received as well as the sensations from
within the body as it adjusts itself to the pull of gravity:
Ordinarily, the standard derived from the body coincides in direction and complement
each other to give us an accurate sense of the location. In our early experiments we
eliminated the complex visual world in which we live and substituted for it a simpler,
more manipulable visual frame-work; at the same time we separated the visual and bodily
standards (Witkin, 1976, p. 2).
Witkin and his associates carried out their experiments using two tests: the rod-and
frame test (RFT) and the body-adjustment test (BAT) (Witkin et al. (1976). In the rod-and-
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frame test, the visual framework became a luminous square that could be rotated clockwise and
counterclockwise. A luminous rod was at the same center of the frame and could also be tilted
clockwise and counterclockwise. The subject saw the framework in a darkened room. The
frame and the rod were presented in different tilted positions, and the subject had to try to adjust
the rod to an upright position while the frame remained tilted. Some people could align the rod
in a true upright position regardless of the frame’s tilt; others could not find the true alignment
and based the position of the rod upon the tilt of the frame.
The body-adjustment test used the body of the individual instead of an external object to
determine just how one positioned the body in space. The subject was placed in a chair in a
small room constructed so that both the chair and/or the room could be tilted clockwise and
counterclockwise. Then the subject was blindfolded, and the chair and/or the room tilted. When
the subject looked into the room, he/she was asked to tilt the chair to an upright position. Some
individuals found the true upright position regardless of the tilt of the room; others tilted the
chair so that it was aligned with the tilted room, in which the tilted positions ranged from 32-52
degrees from the true upright (Witkin, 1976).
An individual who aligns the rod or the body based upon the external referents is said to
be field dependent; the individual who aligns the rod or body based upon his or her internal
referent is said to be field independent. Witkin (1977) noted that when subjects closed their
eyes, most could accurately determine the body’s upright position, thus articulating the
perceptual conflict created in many individuals by their dependence on external cues of the
surrounding field (environment).
Simplifying these tests led to the creation of the Embedded-Figures Test (EFT). This
test, which correlates with the RFT and the BAT (Witkin, 1976), presents the individual with a
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simple figure; the subject then is shown a complex, geometric figure with the instructions to find
the simple figure—which is the same size and in the same position—within the complex figure
during a certain period of time. The subject is also allowed to look back at the simple figure.
Those subjects who are at one end of the dimension (field independent) can readily see the
simple figure within the complex one; those at the other end of the dimension (field dependent)
cannot find the simple shape as easily (or sometimes not at all) during the time limit. The Group
Embedded Figures Test (GEFT), developed by Witkin and his associates, was designed for
groups of subjects. Some of the same figures from the EFT are used on the GEFT (Witkin,
1976).
Witkin (1976) also stated that the common denominator underlying
individual differences in performance in these various tasks is the extent to which the
person perceives part of the field as discrete from the surrounding field as a whole, rather
than embedded in the field; the prevailing field determines perception of its components;
or, to put it in everyday terminology, the extent to which a person perceives analytically
(p. 6-7).
Because of the consistency of the performance on these tests, the labels field dependent and field
independent reflect a tendency toward one or the other mode of perception that is maintained by
the individual over a period of many years (Witkin, Goodenough, and Karp, 1967).
As cited in Korchin (1982), Witkin and Goodenough also stressed that the FDI dimension
is to be viewed as a “bipolar” cognitive style “because individuals at the two ends have different,
not only more or less of the same, characteristics” (p. 603). The personality characteristics that
are associated with the FDI dimensions are also quite different: Field-independent individuals
have a greater aptitude for cognitive restructuring. They also function autonomously and are
likely to be impersonal and often described as cold, manipulating, and distant (Korchin, 1982).
Waber (1977) further characterized field-independent individuals as self-reliant and unaware of
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social stimulus value (Alexander & Gudeman, 1965; Crutchfield et al., 1958), inner-directed
(Bell, 1955), and individualistic (Crutchfield et al., 1958) (p. 1082). In their review of cognitive
style research, Raynor and Riding (1997) added that field-independent learners set goals for
themselves, rely on intrinsic reinforcement, and are likely to devise their own strategies for
learning.
On the other hand, field-dependent individuals have a greater aptitude for interpersonal
skills. They also have the tendency to relate well to others and are often characterized as warm,
affective, and accommodating (Korchin, 1982). Waber (1977) observed that other researchers
described field dependents as
socially dependent (Gordon, 1953; Konstadt & Foreman, 1965), eager to make a good
impression and gregarious (Crutchfield, Woodworth, & Albrecht, 1958), other-directed
(Bell, 1955), conforming (Linton & Graham, 1959; Rosner, 1957), and sensitive to the
social surround (Ruble & Nakamura, 1972) (p. 1082).
These characteristics cause field-dependent learners to prefer to work in small groups and have
stated goals and structured activities. From their interactions with peers and teachers, fielddependent learners receive extrinsic reinforcement—positive and negative—which serves to
influence their reactions to their learning experiences (Raynor & Riding, 1997; Davis and Frank,
1979; Goodenough, 1976).
Kiewra and Frank (1986) noted that field dependent students tend to have a passive and
spectator approach to learning. In a review of the literature of studies on cognitive style and
learning conducted through 1976, Goodenough (1976) supported those findings. A later study
by Rickards, Fajen, Sullivan, and Gillespie (1997) also found that field-dependent students when
“left to their own devices . . . assume a passive spectator approach to learning” (p. 515). This
supported the earlier research of Walters and Sieban (1974), who found in their study on the
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effects of cognitive style on learning science that field-dependent students needed more
supervision in order to stay on task.
While maladjusted individuals exist among those showing field-dependent or fieldindependent tendencies, Witkin (1976) found that cognitive style does not suggest the “form that
pathological developments may take” (p. 647). However, his research indicated that personality
disorders in field-independent subjects tend “to take such forms as over-control, overintellectualization and isolation from reality" (p. 647). On the other hand, the disorders of fielddependent subjects “tend to be the kind that stem from relatively primitive, amorphous, chaotic
personality structure” (p. 647).
Not only do basic differences in the personalities of field-dependent and fieldindependent individuals exist, but there are also differences in how they process information.
Field-independent subjects tend to be better at analytical activities. They can solve complex
problems, recall information, isolate facts and separate the relevant from the irrelevant, perceive
an item as discrete from its background, impose structure when it is lacking from content, can
generally encode information quickly and accurately, and do well on standardized tests
(Richardson & Turner, 2000; Rickards et al., 1997; Ridding et al., 1997; Tinajero & Paramo,
1998). Research of university biology students by Bahar and Hansell (2000) indicated that fieldindependent subjects have a higher working memory capacity than those who are fielddependent. They also found that field-independent students could more readily sort “signal”
(relevant) information from “noise” (incidental) information. Field-independent subjects also
tend to do well in science and mathematics (Witkin & Moore, 1974). As cited in Vernon (1972),
Kagan et al., 1964, found that the analytic thinker is “more reflective . . . more independent of
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others, more concerned with mastery, more cautious, (and) less easily distractible in the
classroom” (p. 372).
Field-dependent individuals, however, are at the other end of that pole. They tend to be
global in the analysis of learning situations and have difficulty breaking information into isolated
parts (Korchin, 1982; Riding et al., 1997; Witkin & Goodenough, 1981). They do not perceive
an item as discrete from its background, nor do they impose structure when it is lacking in
content (Rickards et al., 1997; Witkin & Goodenough, 1981). Because of these characteristics,
field-dependent learners “may prefer more direct instruction or definition of the material in
situations that involve restructuring abilities” (Kahtz & Kling, 1999, p 420). They also seem to
be incidental learners in social contexts (Goodenough, 1976) and have difficulty using intuition
(Fellik & Eliot, 1985). Furthermore, Tinajero and Paramo (1998) found strong indication that
field-dependent subjects do not do as well as field-independent subjects on standardized,
multiple-choice tests across five disciplines. Field-dependent subjects may also be impulsive
(Zelnicker & Jeffery, as cited in Friedman & Cook, 1976) and tend to be affected by approving
or disapproving comments (Anderson, 1988; Davis & Frank, 1979; Goodenough, 1976;
Hernandez, 1989; Kronstadt & Forman, 1965), and their performance often suffers in anxiety
provoking situations (Goodenough, 1976; Hadfield & Madux, 1988; Stuart & Bonzart, 1970).
Alexander and Gudeman (1965) found that field-dependent individuals tend to ask for help more
often than those who are field independent. Research by Brookfield (1986) indicated that fielddependent students need learning activities that are “explicitly placed within a social context”
and that they need the interaction of peers to “serve as skill models, and to act as reinforcers of
learning and as counselors in times of crisis” (p. 44).
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In studies by Chmielewski, Dansereau, and Moreland (1998); Kiewra and Frank (1986);
Palmer (1992); Patterson, Dansereau, and Wiegmann (1993); and Wiegmann, Dansereau,
McCragg, Rewey, and Pitre (1992), field-dependent subjects attained information more easily
when provided with external structural support that allowed them to restructure the information
(organizational charts, outlines). Kiewra and Frank (1986) indicated that when structured
analysis (note taking) is applied at the acquisition stage of learning, field-dependent subjects
performed better on multiple-choice tests of the material than field-dependent subjects not
provided the structured analysis activity. Furthermore, Rickards et al. (1997) noted that fielddependent students who participate in structural noted-taking activities were more successful
recalling information from passages than field-dependent students who did not take notes. They
also discovered that field-dependent students who took notes were as successful as fieldindependent students in activities that required the recall of information. Table 1 summarizes the
distinct characteristics attributed to field-independent and field-dependent individuals.
While field dependence/independence may not be correlated with general intelligence
(Riding et al., 1997; Tinajero & Paramo, 1998), Witkin et al. (1971), as cited in Cagley (1983),
reported
significant correlation between field independence and IQ scores on both the Wechsler
Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) and the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children
(WISC). When IQ scores were factored, field independent persons were superior on the
analytic triad, but not predictably different on the verbal-comprehension or attentionconcentration triads (p. 25).
McKenna’s 1990 review of earlier studies (Bieri et al., 1958; Haronian & Sugerman,
1966; MacCoby et al., 1965; and Stuart, 1970) showed positive correlations between field
independence and cognitive ability and indicated that individuals who do well on tests of
cognitive style also do well on tests of cognitive ability. However, he warned, “It is not clear
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what portion of the correlation can be accounted for by the intelligence explanation” (p. 597). In
other words, high scores on tests of cognitive style may not necessarily be an indication of high
cognitive ability (McKenna, 1990).
In a later review of research on field dependence and intelligence, Richardson and Turner
(2000) reported differences in the approaches taken by field-independent and field depend
individuals in selective encoding (which involves sifting out relevant from irrelevant
information), selective compiling (which is the task of compiling new knowledge with the
known to create an integrated whole), and selected comparing (which takes new knowledge and
relates it to the “old knowledge to form a connected whole” (p.261)). Richardson and Turner
(2000) believe these differences in approaches lead to “qualitative and quantitative differences in
their preferences for choosing certain cues and ignoring others” (p. 262). They found that fielddependent individuals seem to encode the most prominent cues and do not complete as thorough
an encoding process as field-independent individuals. Thus, field-independent individuals bring
more relevant information to the selective combining stage than do those with field-dependent
tendencies. This research of FDI cognitive activities led Richardson and Turner (2000) to
conclude that since field-dependent students tend to use a less elaborate selective encoding
process, they have greater difficulty “assessing the nuances of differences between the multiplechoice options . . . and may have to go back to the text origin . . . and undertake validation
routines to make sure they have made the right choice” (p. 266). They also believe that this
method or manner in which field-dependent students selectively encode information may affect
the speed of processing, which may result in lower scores on timed tests.
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Table 1: Cognitive Style Characteristics of Field Independence and Field Dependence
Field Independence
(Analytical)

Field Dependence
(Global)

Solves complex problems and isolated
facts

Has difficulty breaking information into
isolated facts to use to solve problems

Separates the relevant from the
irrelevant

Has difficulty separating the relevant
from the irrelevant

Recalls information for summarizing

Often does not summarize accurately

Imposes structure to content

Has difficulty providing structure to
content when it is missing

Encodes information quickly and
accurately

Has a slow encoding process and often
encodes inaccurately because of difficulty
separating facts

Does well on standardized tests

Often does not do well on standardized
tests

Does well in science and mathematics

Does well in humanities and social
sciences

Has a high working memory capacity

Has a low working memory capacity

Reflective

Impulsive

Concerned with mastery of concepts

Concerned with relationships

Task-oriented

People-oriented

Independent learner; prefers working
alone instead of in groups

Needs direct instruction; prefers to work
within small groups

Flexible in learning situations

Inflexible; has difficulty changing
strategies

Self-reliant

Dependent on others for direction and
often seeks help from others

Relies on intrinsic reinforcement and
motivation

Relies on others for reinforcement and
motivation
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Field Independence
(Analytical)

Field Dependence
(Global)

Devises own strategies and learning
aids for learning

Needs structural aids (i.e., outlines or
note taking instruction) and direction
from others for learning content

Excels in tasks controlled by brain’s
left hemisphere:

Excels in tasks controlled by brain’s right
hemisphere

Has strong lateralization between brain
hemispheres

May have weak lateralization between
brain hemispheres

Most processing of information occurs
in posterior region of brain

Least processing of information occurs in
posterior region of brain

Has sense of time orientation

Lacks a sense of time

Performs well under pressure

Anxiety provoking situations negatively
impact performance

Often seen as impersonal

Personable, friendly, outgoing

Has no difficulty setting goals for self

Relies on others for goal identification

Objective

Affective

Stays focused on task

Distractable; needs encouragement to
stay-on-task

Uses intuition

Has difficulty using intuition

Positive correlation between field independence and academic achievement has been
reported in the research for over thirty years (Riding & Cheema, 1991). Earlier studies by Stuart
(1967), Wineman (1971), and Keogh and Donlon (1972) indicated that while in the lower grades
where students are forced to fulfill the curricula guides of the school system and have almost no
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choice in subject selection, field dependent students have more learning and behavioral problems
in school than do field independent students.
Riding and Craig (1998) cited studies by Rayner & Riding, 1996; Riding et al., 1995;
Riding & Burton, 1998, in which peers and teachers rated students’ behaviors. In each study,
students considered to be wholists (field dependent) were given the lowest behavior ratings.
They also suggested that children who exhibit attention deficit/ hyperactive disorders (ADHD)
might be those who are extreme “wholists” (field-dependent).
Rayner and Riding (1996) further noted that in an alternative school for truancy, ninetyfour percent of the students were field-dependent. In this study of 83 boys (10-16 years of age,
rated on intelligence from very low ability to bright and capable), the students who were
considered to be “wholists” (field-dependent students) were significantly more represented in
this group than students who were considered to be “analytics” (field-independent). While fielddependent students in this alternative school displayed behaviors considered likable and pleasant,
they were also immature and disruptive because of their lack of natural constraint. On the other
hand, the six percent of the students at the alternative school who were considered to be analytics
(field dependent) appeared to be more hostile and physically aggressive with the tendency to
bully and be cruel.
Reiff (1996) indicated that perhaps many of the students who are labeled “at-risk” merely
reflect “cognitive dissonance” which occurs “when the youth’s culture is more global, holistic,
and field dependent than the experiences at school” (p. 231). She also stated that by “promoting
learning through students’ strengths, schools have developed elaborate systems for identifying
weaknesses and labeling students at-risk according to their perceived deficiencies” (p. 231).
However, Witkin and Moore (1974) wrote that among college students who were determined to
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be field dependent or field indpendent, no significant differences in grade point average were
found, but there were differences in the types of courses the students selected to take. The fieldindependent students took more science and mathematics courses while field-dependent students
chose more courses from the social sciences and humanities.
Since research of cognitive styles has provided evidence of their existence and influence
on an individual’s personality, performance, and preferences, the next issue to be examined is the
origin of one’s cognitive style: How does one come to be field dependent or field independent?
According to Garrick (1978), the determinants of these two cognitive styles “. . . have been a
focus of conjecture and research since Witkin and his colleagues introduced the concept” (p.
631). In his review of research, he found that studies stressed different biological factors as
causal elements of cognitive style:
•

genetics (Stuart & Breslow, 1965),

•

sex differences (Iscoe & Cardin, 1961; Vaught, 1965; Fisher, 1966; La Torre,
Grossmann, & Piper, 1976),

•

damage of the left cerebral hemisphere (Berent & Silverman, 1978; Berent, 1974).

In addition, Reddix & Dunn, 1986; Riding et al., 1997; Waber, 1997, listed similar biological
factors.
Other researchers stressed cultural forces (Hale-Benson, 1986; Littlejohn, 1985), which
include child-rearing practices (Witkin, Dyke, Faterson, Goodenough, & Karp, 1962); structure
of one’s society (Witkin (1976), and socio-economic status (McCartin & Meyer, 1986; White,
1982).
Biological factors of field dependence/independence were considered when researchers
began to examine gender differences in “the maturation rate of the left and right hemispheres and
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the inter- and intra- hemispheric brain organization in adult men and women . . . (which) have
been related to differential cognitive performance between the sexes” (Reddix & Dunn, 1986, p.
9). Studies reviewed by Waber (1997) (including those by Bieri, Bradburn, & Galinsky, 1958;
Gross, 1955; Guren, 1988; Kato, 1965; Parlee & Rajogopal, 1974) indicated “that females have
been reported to be more field dependent than males (p. 1077). She further noted that research
by Klaibee et al., 1971; Mackenberg, 1974; Petersen, 1976, and Stenn et al., 1972, indicated that
andogenization as evidenced by levels of body development and presence of body hair were
often indicators that an individual (male or female) has a tendency to be field dependent. As
cited in Waber (1977), a 1968 study Broverman, Klaiber, Kobjashi, and Vogel theorized that the
balance between cognitive styles is the result of a “balance between adrenergic and cholinergic
activity in the autonomic nervous system” (p. 1079). According to Waber (1977), they found that
“a balance favoring adrenergic activity causes field dependent tendencies while a balance
favoring the cholinergic activity would enhance field independence” (p. 1079). The androgens
and estrogens in females create the imbalance favoring adrenergic activity that causes more field
dependence in females than in males (Waber, 1976; Boverman et al., 1964, as cited in Waber,
1977). In her a review of her earlier 1976 study and the 1964 study of Boverman et al., Waber
(1977) indicated that “their results suggest that there is a hormonal influence on the expression of
perceptual field dependence” (p. 1080). Early studies by Bieri and Messerly (1957), Hartage,
(1970); Stafford (1961); and Stuart and Breslow (1965), supported the conclusion that there is a
possible hormonal factor as well as an X-linked genetic determinant in the development of field
dependence/independence.
Tinajero et al. (1993) reviewed 67 studies of field-dependence/ independence and brain
organization that were conducted from 1944 to 1992. They presented findings from studies that
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tried first to determine “the physiological basis of perceptual selectivity . . . and, second, the
possible differences between extreme field-dependent and field-independent subjects with the
respect to the functual symmetry of the cerebral hemispheres . . .” (p. 787-788). After their
review, this group of researchers reported, “… the differences between field dependence and
field-independence are more than just general deficiencies in, or preferences for, mechanisms
based in one or the other of the hemispheres” (p. 798). To them the studies seemed to indicate
that field-independent subjects have a tendency to excel in the type of tasks that the brain’s lefthemisphere is believed to control: analysis; logical, sequential mental activity; perceptual
disembedding; right-handedness; time orientations; spoken languages; and seeing details. On the
other hand, the research indicated that field-dependent subjects do better with tasks that the righthemisphere is believed to control: holistic thinking, spatial tasks, attending to body language and
the attitudes indicated by body language, recognizing negative emotions, and seeing forms
holistically. The right-hemisphere also lacks a sense of time orientation, which may contribute
to the field-dependent individual’s lack of time orientation.
While reports of brain research by Jensen (1998) and Sprenger (1999) also supported
these concepts, both used their work to explain that the earlier concepts of an individual as either
“right-brained” or “left-brained” were erroneous. An individual uses his or her whole brain.
However, even though a “division of labor seems to exist between the two hemispheres”
(Garrick, 1978, p. 631), the development of relative lateralization (using the left and right
hemispheres simultaneously (Jensen, 1998)) may affect one’s tendency toward field dependence
or field-independence.
Research on tests of handedness and eye and ear preferences (Hoffman & Kagan, 1977;
Oltman & Capobianco, 1967; and Waber, 1977) indicated that levels of lateralization exist on a
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continuum and that the stronger the lateralization between the two hemispheres, the stronger is
the tendency for an individual to be field-independent (Waber, 1977). This supported the
research of Witkin, Goodenough, and Karp (1977) that field dependence/independence also
exists along a continuum, with individuals exhibiting various degrees of FDI.
Electroencephalographic (EEG) studies of alpha bandwidth activity in the different
hemispheres and anterior and posterior regions of the brain showed that cognitive style does
produce different levels of alpha and in different areas of the brain (Reddix & Dunn, 1986). The
results of the EEG study by Riding et al. (1997) suggested that wholists (field dependents) do the
least processing at the posterior regions; however, for analytics (field independents) that is the
region for most of their processing. This study did “indicate that the style distinction is reflected
in observed EEG differences and therefore neural processing is likely to underlie the style
distinction” (Riding et al., 1997, p. 231). A review of studies on hemispheric and anterior and
posterior brain activity by Reddix and Dunn (1986) also supported this theory. Furthermore,
their literature review indicated that “people vary in brain organization and that this differential
organization is related to differences in cognitive style” (p. 9).
Witkin, Goodenough, and Berry (1976) examined cultural forces as determining
cognitive style and presented evidence that nomadic hunting and food gathering groups
encourage autonomy (field independence) in the socialization of their children because they had
to learn to rely on themselves when alone in their environment. Farmers, on the other hand, live
in cohesive communities and encourage interaction and cooperation (field dependence) in the
socialization of their children because of the importance of developing those traits for communal
living. This research, added to the substantial literature on child-rearing practices and parental
attitudes as reviewed in Hale-Benson (1986), supported Witkin’s belief that practices “which
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encourage self-segregation and self reliance foster the growth of field independence (Korchin,
1982, p. 603). Vernon (1972) noted that in 1968, Pederson and Wendeer believed that research
of younger children “might show that cuddlers and noncuddlers grow into field dependents and
independents” ( p. 375).
As for cultural effects on gender differences in cognitive style, Witkin and Goodenough
(1981) indicated that cultural stereotypes tend to lead males to be field independent and females,
field dependent. Witkin (1976) found that in a group of ten-year old boys whose mothers were
classified as “growth restricting,” the boys were more often field dependent than those boys
whose mothers were considered to be “growth-fostering” (p. 648). Witkin and Goodenough
(1981) also found that “liberated” females tended to be more field-independent than those who
preferred the traditional female roles.
Regardless of the origin of one’s cognitive style, the relationships between the factors
that may cause an individual to have tendencies to be either field dependent or field independent
“are very complicated” (Fellik and Eliot, 1985, p. 683), and the educational implications of field
dependence/independence due to the individual differences in processing information are also
complicated. Not only has research shown how students can best learn (Dunn, Beaudry, and
Klavas, 1989; Carbo,1986; Kolb, 1976), it has also provided the necessary support that cognitive
styles should be considered when developing curricula if more—instead of fewer—students are
to experience success in the analytic school setting (Cohen, 1969). Riding (1997) insisted that
educators must utilize the research on the dimension of field dependence by providing the
externally defined goals, reinforcements, cues, and teaching styles that could help these students
succeed. Witkin (1977) also noted that standardized tests require an articulated, analytical
approach for successful performance. Messick (1969) shared that even the spacing between
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distractors on multiple-choice tests can improve performance for students who are less
analytical; however, the format of multiple-choice tests has changed little if any since his
findings.
In summary, cognitive styles exist and are concerned with the form of cognitive activity;
they are pervasive dimensions that are stable over time and value free, which distinguish them
from intelligence and other ability dimensions (Witkin et al., 1977; Riding and Pearson, 1994).
Those who are field independent tend to be analytical, “inner-directed,” impersonal, and logical
problem solvers who usually do well in school. Field dependents tend to be global, “otherdirected,” people oriented, and poor problem solvers who have learning and behavioral problems
in school (Rayner and Riding, 1996; Riding et al., 1997: Tinajero and Paramo, 1998), but who
can successfully acquire information with the use of structured activities such as taking notes and
making outlines (Rickards et al., 1997). The current body of research indicates that cognitive
styles affect how students process information and provides information about the structured
activities that they need to enhance their learning experiences.

The Development of the Use of Standardized Multiple-choice Tests
Just when and how the growing dependence on standardized testing began has a rather
sordid history that makes one wonder how the process became so woven into the fabric of
American education. While IQ testing is not the focus of this paper, the development and spread
of the use of standardized achievement tests are rooted in its evolution. Sacks (1999) and
Perdew (2001) presented views of the development of IQ testing, from Galton to Spearman in
Britain to Binet in France and Terman and Brigham (the originator of the SAT) in America.
Sacks (1999) also provided a synopsis of how these test originators convinced the masses that
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intelligence tests were a “final, indisputable measuring stick of human performance” (p. 27).
When Henry Goddard’s work at Ellis Island (which stigmatized the mental capacity of
immigrants for decades) is added to the review, Strenio (1981) and Perdew (2001) noted that the
underlying racist attitude in their work is apparent. Furthermore, Sacks (1999) wrote that the
eugenicist attitudes these tests spread through American society for most of the 20th century
undercut the concepts of equality and equal opportunity for all citizens. According to him, these
concepts and the resulting methods for measuring capability eventually found new victims
among the most defenseless of society’s members: the children—who are now completely at the
mercy of a national obsession bent on the ‘standardization of the mind’ (Sacks, 1999).
If Stenio (1981) thought that testing was a national obsession through the1970s, it has
become even more so as the millennium begins. In May 2001, the United States House of
Representatives voted to test students annually in grades three through eight to determine if
students could progress to the next grade (Espo, 2001). With such high stakes testing
determining the success of students from grade three through high school and into college,
educators are “poised to become little more than production-line workers, technical functionaries
of a political culture who merely feed their students the correct data needed to pass the test”
(Sacks, 1999, p. 118).
Evidence that educational experiences for students are rapidly deteriorating into “test
prep” activities is found in the removal of recess from the elementary day in favor of time spent
to practice skills for the test (Brownfield and Trimble, 2000); in the spread of test prep centers
across the country and the money spent by schools on commercially prepared test prep packages
(Sacks, 1999); and in the unethical behavior that some school systems have encouraged among
staff, such as including test items in practice test banks and hanging on class room walls posters
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that contain pertinent information for the test (Sacks, 1999; Toch & Wagner,1998). Sacks
(1999) also reported that this emphasis on test scores has robbed students of quality instructional
time as well as taken funds that could have created rich, positive learning environments and used
them to purchase, develop, and administer tests. Furthermore, Sacks (1999) found that Haney,
Madaus, and Lyons indicated in 1993 that taxpayers pay as much as $20 billion each year “in
direct payments to testing companies and indirect expenditures of time and resources devoted to
taking tests and teaching to tests” (p. 12). This time and money has been spent to perpetuate the
concept that standardized test scores equate student learning. This in spite of three major
concepts that have been learned from research on standardized testing:
•

Standardized test scores used for admissions qualifications generally have questionable
ability to predict one’s academic success. Of course, when standardized test scores are
used to place students into academic tracks, then they are quite effective in predicting the
quality and depth of student academic experiences, for students who have higher scores
are ensured of exposure to better and broader educational experiences (Oakes, 1985).

•

Standardized test scores tend to be highly correlated with socioeconomic class (Fair Test,
1992; Jencks and Phillips, 1998; Popham, 2001). Analyses by Sacks (1999) of
demographic data indicated that thirty extra points can be expected for every $10,000 in
annual income of students’ parents and that less than one-tenth of the high scores have
been made by students from impoverished homes.

•

Standardized tests reward passive, superficial learning, drive instruction in undesirable
directions, and thwart meaningful educational reform. The dominance of standardized
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tests has turned educational experiences for students into exercises that promote a
“surface approach to learning, reflecting a mechanistic thinking that the education system
has emphasized and rewarded” (Sacks, 1999, p. 210). A fact sheet produced by Fair Test
(1992) also indicated that standardized tests reward students “for answering superficial
questions quickly and do not measure ability to think or create in any field” (p. 8).
For decades proponents of standardized multiple-choice tests have proclaimed them to be
objective—“totally fair, impartial, free of human bias” (Strenio, 1981, p.62)—and easy to score,
but in actuality, these tests are not objective: The choice of the format is subjective, and “some
people of the same ability will do better, and some will do worse” (Strenio, 1981, p.64) because
of the format of the test, the number of questions, and the time allowed to take the test. Even the
choice of the content to be tested, the wording of the questions, and the distractors (choices)
from which only the correct answer is chosen are determined by people who are by nature
subjective (Strenio, 1984; Fair Test, 1992; Sacks, 1999). While Sanders and Horn (1995) argued
that the subjectivity has been removed by the “rigorous validation criteria, reliability testing, and
standardization procedures” (p. 2), Strenio (1984) earlier contended that the objectivity claimed
by the test creators is really subjective and “has been dressed up in statistical clothing designed
to hide some of the sources of subjectivity” (p. 63). Perhaps Sacks (1999) offered the best
insight into the value of standardized tests when he wrote, “Scoring high on a standardized test is
a good predictor of one’s ability to score high on standardized tests” (p. 8).
A review of research by Sarroub and Pearson (1998) indicated that the purpose of
assessment has remained constant:
Assessment tools have always been used to evaluate programs, to hold particular groups
accountable for some specified set of outcomes, to inform instruction, either for
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individuals or whole classes, and finally to determine who gains access to particular
programs or privileges (the gate-keeping function) (p. 97).
The gate-keeping function has come to play a major role in student progression through
school. While “no responsible person (would) claim that any form of assessment can appraise
the totality of a student’s school experience or even the entirety of the learning that is a part of
that experience “ (Sanders and Horn, 1995, p. 1), literacy tests are used in 26 states, including
California, Texas, New York, and Florida, to certify if a student has attained the skills necessary
to proceed to the next grade or be retained or even graduate from high school (regardless of good
high school grades). The stigma associated with scoring low on such tests makes many students
feel inferior and incapable of learning. Oakes (1985) voiced the belief that when minority
students are continually faced with having the lowest test scores and placed in the lowest
academic tracks, they may be tempted to give up and not participate in the learning process that
occurs in school. Ogbu (1987) offered the view that the lower test scores represent a refusal by
many minority students to act white. Frisby (1998), however, promoted more recently that this
type of thinking can be extended to any reason to explain why students do not participate in the
educational process and is ultimately damaging because the blame is still placed on the
individual. Both Oakes (1985) and Ogbu (1987) assumed that if students have a change of
attitude toward school and the school embraces them—then the students would be successful.
However, as long as this type of thinking continues to be a driving force in school reform, even
those with the best intentions will continue to be shortsighted and fail to examine the tools of the
evaluation process.
During the last 30 years, most criticism of standardized tests has been limited to test
reliability and validity and whether or not the tests contained cultural or gender bias (Sacks,
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1999). These criticisms have driven the research for test development and the evaluation of test
effectiveness. As Sarroub and Pearson (1998) noted in their analysis of types of reading
assessment since the 1970s, the assessment of reading comprehension is best characterized as
“one step forward, three steps back” (p. 97). They stated that the forward steps in assessment
were those driven by advances in theories related to how one learns to read and how
metacognitive strategies act to help one process and retain what has been read. The steps
backward in reading assessment occurred when the steps forward were forced by political and
practical constraints to retreat to measures considered standardized for the masses and easily
scored. Thus, the standardized, multiple-choice test found support among those who touted
accountability that could be easily measured, quickly scored, and analyzed (Scarroub and
Pearson, 1998).
Educators must recognize that students have had to deal with multiple-choice exams—
those publisher-made that accompany their textbooks, those teacher-constructed, and those more
recently developed for state and national testing programs—for most of their elementary- and
secondary-school lives. So the negative impact of multiple-choice tests on the emotional and
academic growth of students who do not perform well on such tests is far-reaching. Braddock
(1990) and Ladson-Billings (1994) reported that placing students into curriculum tracks and
ability groups based on these test scores has created disparity in educational opportunity for
many students, but especially for minority students and those from low socio-economic
backgrounds.
Tracking began in 1867, and the practice increased with the influx of immigrants in the
1920s and 1930s (Persell, 1995). After that the practice “declined until the 1950s when it was
revived in response to the USSR’s launching of Sputnik and the United States’ competitive
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concern with identifying and educating the gifted” (Persell, 1995, p. 6). Unfortunately, Oakes
(1992) found that students in low ability groups are exposed to substantially less material and to
lower quality instruction than students placed in higher ability groups. Research reviewed and
conducted by Brophy and Good (1986), Haller (1985) and Oakes (1995) supported this claim of
limited exposure to higher-level materials and the lack of in-depth examination of information.
In elementary school, multiple-choice tests are used to determine student progression to
the next grade, despite research that indicated repeating a grade does not promote retention in
school (Oakes, 1992). In high school, an individual’s test scores are used to determine the
academic/vocational track the student will pursue as well as if he or she will receive a high
school diploma or a certificate of attendance (Gamoran, 1986). In 2003, it has been estimated
that 13,000 of Florida’s seniors will be denied their high school diplomas because they were
unable to pass the Florida Comprehensive Achievement Test (FCAT).
Sacks (1999) wrote that Richard Jaeger, a prominent researcher in the field of
psychometrics, spent years reviewing studies on retained students and found that retaining
students has a negative impact on a student’s self-esteem and attitude toward school. As cited in
Steele et al. (1998), research by Kornhaber demonstrated that “retention undermines
achievement and dramatically increases the chance of dropping out” (p. 3). Their research
further suggested that retaining a student one year results in later academic problems; retaining a
student two years ensures that the student will likely drop out of school. Furthermore, Steele et
al. (1998) found that those who dropped out of high school were more likely to participate in
criminal activity and be incarcerated. Sacks (1999) also stated that the retention rates for
minorities are disproportionately lower than retention rates for non-minorities. As research by
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Braddock and McPartland (1990), Rist (1970), Oakes (1985), Persell (1995), and Sacks (1999)
indicated, this has been the trend since the 1960s.
In the 1970s, the use of multiple-choice tests spread, and the resulting categorization of
students was seen as an accurate, valid process (Sarroub and Pearson, 1998). However, some
students may not be successful on these high-stakes, multiple-choice tests because of a lack of fit
between their cognitive processing style— which is inherent to each of them—and the multiplechoice format of the test (Tinajero and Paramo, 1998).
Sacks (1999) lamented that the human talent lost or discouraged by the use of
standardized tests is another tragedy caused by the status given to standardized multiple-choice
test scores. His indication that perhaps the waste of human potential is the greatest tragedy of all
should cause educators and politicians alike to be mindful of the words of Robert McCabe
(1998) that said our society has “no one to waste” (p.1).

Cognitive Style and the Assessment of Reading Comprehension
Johnston (1984) stated that comprehension of what one reads has been considered
as a holistic process (Drahozal & Hanna, 1978; Thorndike, 1974) and as a process
composed of distinct subprocesses (Davis, 1972). The skills or component approach to
reading comprehension is based upon the assumption that comprehension can be
analyzed into various discrete subprocesses, all of which are necessary for successful
performance of mature reading (p. 3).
This view of reading comprehension as a result of the interaction among subskills begins with
the concept that a reader has knowledge of the alphabet, word recognition skills, word
knowledge to develop vocabulary, and to use that vocabulary to understand words when they are
grouped together to form phrases and sentences, and to understand the meaning that exists within
and between the sentences presented in paragraphs.
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When sentences are combined into paragraphs that are presented as text to be read,
comprehension comes to be based on the reader’s ability to find the meaning that exists in
another set of subprocesses, which include the reader’s ability to identify the main idea
expressed by the sentences in each paragraph; to recognize major and minor supporting details;
to understand the relationships that exist within and between sentences (i.e., addition of details,
time and sequence, cause and effect, comparison and contrast, definition and example); to
separate facts from opinions; to make inferences and draw conclusions based upon the stated
meaning; to recognize the author’s purpose, tone, and biases; to determine the adequate or
inadequate development of an argument (Langan and Jenkins, 1994). The blending of these
subskills into a metacognitive monitoring of the reading comprehension process is a strong
indication that reading is reasoning with subskills (Johnston, 1984).
The assessment of reading comprehension has thus become a factor analysis of these
subskills (Holmes, 1970; Singer, 1970; Trabassco, 1980); however, this analysis does not include
an understanding of the effects that linguistic, sociocultural, attitudinal, motivational,
neurological, perceptual, and cognitive factors have upon the reading process—or the negative
consequences that any one of the factors may impose on an individual’s comprehension or
assessment of what he or she reads (Lueers, 1998; Johnston, 1984). Since these factors are
generally addressed in the studies of the acquisition of reading skills, only the cognitive factors
and their relation to assessment of reading comprehension subskills will be reviewed within the
scope of this paper.
The cognitive factors most associated with reading comprehension assessment are related
to memory (Johnston, 1984; Smith, 1986), which has four major “operating characteristics” for
information processing:
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•

Input (how information goes in);

•

Capacity (how much can be held):

•

Persistence (how long it can be held in memory);

•

Retrieval (how it is recalled) (Smith, 1986, p. 143).
Memory was formerly divided into three aspects: sensory store, short term, and long

term (Smith, 1986). Recent brain research, however, has added a fourth facet—working
memory, which allows one to process information for hours. However, inclusion of the
information in long-term memory is not necessarily based on the length of time the information
spends in working memory. To understand working memory, Sprenger (1999) identified it as
the type that is used for cramming for exams—the information stays in working memory just
long enough for use on the exam and then is gone from memory. Some of the information may
be transported to long-term memory provided it can be associated with prior knowledge or
interest (Smith, 1986).
Each of these memory facets functions to provide the individual with the means to
acquire, sort, and store information. Memory lanes, or paths, allow explicit and implicit
memories to enter long-term memory. Explicit memories deal with words, facts, and places
while implicit memories are “a compulsive response to a stimulus or a situation” (Sprenger,
1999, p. 50). Explicit memories travel on the semantic memory lane, which deals with words
and the ideas and information they represent, and on the episodic memory lane, which is
contextual and spatial. Implicit memories, which are involuntary responses to stimuli or
situations, travel along procedural (which allows one to learn to ride a bike or drive a car),
automatic (which contains knowledge of the alphabet, decoding skills, multiplication tables), and
emotional (which are the most powerful memories) memory lanes (Sprenger, 1999).
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In 1984, Smith wrote “. . . there is no evidence that different memories exist in different
places in the brain . . .” (p.43); however, Sprenger (1999) and Jensen (1998) presented that
through the uses of
positron emission tomography (PET) scans and functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI), scientists can see the brain while a person performs different tasks; they can see
information being stored and being retrieved. They can see which areas of the brain are
in use for different functions (Sprenger, 1999, p. 46).
Neuroscientists have identified specific areas of the brain as the sites of the memory lanes, which
are presented in Table 2.

Table 2: Memory Lanes and their Brain Locations
Memory Lanes

Area of Brain Activity

Short-term Memory Intake:
•
•

Visual Information
Auditory Information

•
•

•

Kinesthetic Information

•

Optical Lobe (back of the brain)
Temporal Lobes (side of the brain
around the ears)
Motor Cortex (top of the brain)

Working Memory

Pre-frontextual Cortex

Semantic Memory & Episodic Memory

Hippocampus

Procedural Memory & Automatic
Memory

Cerebellum

Emotional Memory

Amygdala

Adapted from Figure 4.1, Sprenger (1999, p. 55)

Studies of cognitive style and memory provide valuable insight about the differences
between field-independent and field-dependent individuals and memory in information
processing. In 1979, the research of Davis and Frank brought to light that “efficient concept
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learning requires the ability to generate and remember the possible combinations of attributes
which define the concept” (p.47). Through their review of studies of cognitive style and
memory, they found that field-independent students had a greater capacity for efficient memory
on tasks such as remembering spans of digits; resisting interference in short-term memory tasks;
and recall of facts when organization and structure was lacking than did field-dependent
students. Davey (1983) also reported that the response time of field-independent students was
faster and more accurate than that of field-dependent students.
In his article on the role of field-dependence as a factor in learning and memory,
Goodenough (1976) indicated that an examination of learning and recalling salient cues can be
viewed in “the articulated versus the global dimension” (p. 688). He also stressed that learning
and memory for field-dependent individuals depend largely on the organization of the
information so that the salient cues are easily recognized and sorted for storage in memory.
Frank (1983) also added that the rigidity with which field-dependent students process
information prevents them from using relevant cues to help recall prior knowledge to which new
knowledge can be attached and more easily stored from working to long-term memory. This is
evident in studies by Davey (1982; 1983). She indicated that when previously learned
information (serving as “prior knowledge”) is presented in text before the new related
information, the previously learned information dominates, and the new information is globally
absorbed and difficult for the field-dependent individual to separate from the previously learned
information.
A 1991 review of research by Davey and Menke (e.g., Coward and Lange, 1979;
Globerson, Weinstein, and Sharabany, 1985; Pierce, 1980; and Shapson, 1977) supported that
field-independent readers are better at concept attainment than field-dependent readers.
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However, when field-dependent readers are provided explicit instruction on relevant information
in the text, the differences in concept attainment between FI and FD readers is minimized.
Drane, Halpin, Halpin, vonEschenbach, and Worden (1989) also found that explicit instruction,
such as setting the purpose and predicting outcomes before reading and proving answers to
pertinent questions during reading could “assist field-dependent learners in detecting the main
purpose of the passage and determine its overall intent” (p.8). Drane et al. (1989) also noted that
since field-dependent learners have difficulty separating fields, these learners may have problems
sorting and storing in working memory the salient cues provided with charts, graphs, and tables
needed to answer questions about the facts presented.
While Baillargeon, Pascual-Leone, and Roncadin (1998) found that field-independent
students exhibit a superior working memory to that of field-dependent students, they concluded
this superiority of working memory might be the effect of the strategies that field-independent
students apply during restructuring activities. These authors also implied that the lower scores of
field-dependent individuals on tests of mental power “might well be caused by a functional
executive deficiency rather than a structural developmental capacity” (Pascal-Leone, 1970, p.
163). This can be interpreted to mean that the capacity for memory may be similar between the
two styles, but field-dependent subjects have greater difficulty because of inappropriate
strategies used to sort and conceptualize the information presented.
As cited in Fehrenbach (1994), research by Colwell and Blohm, 1984; Blake, 1985; Spiro
and Tirre, 1980, indicated that cognitive style characteristics do affect how an individual
processes information. These characteristics are summarized in Table 3.
In Fehrenbach’s (1994) study of eighth, tenth, and twelfth grade students, fieldindependent students employed the following strategies more often that field-dependent students:
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•

Rereading difficult passages when realizing the content was difficult;

•

Analyzing the structure of the passage;

•

Summarizing accurately the content of the passage.

She also found, however, that field-dependent students were less likely to reread difficult
passages and had tendencies to summarize inaccurately what they had read.
Comprehension of information means to Smith (1984) the absence of confusion, the
making sense of the situation; he also views comprehension of reading “as a matter of “making
sense” of text, of relating written language to what we know already and to what we want to
know” (p.15). How one comprehends text depends upon his or her interaction of explicit
memory (the semantic and episodic memory) with the implicit memory (the procedural,
automatic, and emotional memory) (Sprenger, 1999; Smith, 1984).

Table 3: Informational Processing Characteristics of Field-Independent/dependent Individuals
Field-independent Individuals

Field-dependent Individuals

Can make sense of material that is not
structured

Have difficulty making sense of material
that is not structured

Use effective cognitive strategies in
reading

Often do not use cognitive strategies in
reading

Are flexible in applying different strategies
while reading

Are not flexible in applying cognitive
strategies while reading

Can restructure ideas from text into
different contexts

Have difficulty restructuring ideas from
text

Use active learning strategies.

Tend to be more passive than active
learners.

Compiled from Fehrenbach (1994)
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The effects of cognitive style on comprehension test performance have been reviewed
since the 1960s. Studies by Stuart (1967) and Petersen and Magaro (1969) suggested links
between field-independence and reading achievement as measured by standardized test of
reading. Rasinski (1984) provided an overview of research studies on field
independence/dependence and reading that were conducted from 1960-1985, all of which
indicated the field-independent learner was the higher achiever in reading than the fielddependent learner. He also presented a review of the characteristics of field independent and
field dependent readers. As summarized in Table 4, field-independent learners, in general, have
processing characteristics that make learning to read an easier process than it is for the fielddependent learner.
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Table 4: Characteristics of Field-independent and Field-dependent Readers
Field-independent Reader

Field-dependent Reader

Distinguishes word boundaries and
disembeds single words.

Has difficulty seeing where one word
stops and another word begins.

Differentiates word meanings based upon
context of word usage.

Has problems determining word meaning
when reading words that have more than
one meaning. The field-dependent reader
tends to rely on the primary meaning of
the word without sampling other
meanings.

Uses semantic and syntactic cues to find
meaning

Tends to ignore semantic and syntactic
cues when reading and rely on surface
cues instead of cues that create meaning
of the text.

Applies varied strategies to help
determine meaning in texts that are at the
reader’s frustration level.

Uses limited strategies when reading,
especially when reading texts written at
the frustration level.

Separates highly important information
presented in a passage from the low-level
information presented.

Has problems separating important from
un-important information in text.

Reorganizes text so that what is important
is organized and presented logically and
sequentially.

Has difficulty reorganizing information
into meaningful “chunks” when text is not
highly structured.

Compiled from Rasinski (1984)

Assessment of reading comprehension has evolved since the post-World War II era from
an attempt to “measure reading comprehension as if it were a general behavior that was the same
under all conditions” (Farr, 1971, p. 188) to considering that one’s performance on a test “will
depend on characteristics of the text, the nature of the task, and the context as well as the
person’s reading abilities and prior knowledge” (Johnston, 1984, p. 21). Lennon (1962) and Farr
(1971) provided a review of reading test development and ultimately concluded that the tests
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evolved into instruments attempting to evaluate one’s ability to identify the products of reading
(i.e., identifying the main idea, specific details, inferences, interpretation, etc.). Farr (1971)
collected a list of fifty subtests (p. 192) that comprised comprehension tests published during the
‘50s and ‘60s. A review by Sarroub and Pearson (1998) of current tests of reading
comprehension (such as the SAT, ACT, Nelson Denny, California Achievement Test, NAEP,
Florida Comprehensive Achievement Test) reveals that the tests are still trying to determine if
students are proficient in identifying these same subskills as proof of ability to comprehend what
is read.
Sarroub and Pearson (1998) consider the development of reading comprehension tests as
“two steps forward, three steps back” (p. 97). After reviewing tests and the political influences
on their development, these researchers indicated that the most forward steps in reading
comprehension assessment occurred in the 1980s and the early 1990s. During this time, test
creators drew from the findings of cognitive psychology and advances in reading theory to
develop measures of reading comprehension. For example, Sarroub and Pearson (1998) pointed
to the test designers of the California Learning Assessment System as those who sought to
develop “an interactive model of reading in which the construction of meaning became the locus
around which reading strategies, dispositions toward literacy, text characteristics, and prior
knowledge all revolved” (p. 101). The reading selections were “naturally occurring passages
(selections that came directly from texts and stories . . . not written or rewritten by test preparers”
(p.101). Furthermore, Sarroub and Pearson found the
response to literature questions articulated an open and reflective stance toward reading
rather than a skills-based approach . . . (and) demanded that students be able to
summarize, explain, justify, interpret, and provide evidence in their answers. In other
words, assessment of reading comprehension reached a new high, one much more
compatible with what society might expect of students in the real world (p.102).
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During this time, Sarroub and Pearson (1998) indicated that questions were presented in
more than one format: Open-ended and short- and extended- answer questions were added to
multiple-choice questions. Portfolios also entered into the assessment process. However, the
concept of missing accountability re-gained its hold in the determination to standardize
assessment into a less expensive, less time-consuming process. This accommodation resulted in
what Sarroub and Pearson (1998) considered to be a conservative backlash that questioned the
reliability and validity of the newer approaches and caused tests to revert to the multiple-choice
question with its only-one-correct answer format.
Johnston (1984) realized that the multiple-choice question “is probably the most
researched, most maligned, most difficult to construct, most abused, yet most functional of all
items” (p. 59). To Johnston (1984), the functionality of multiple-choice items currently lies in its
objective mass scoring. However, he noted that the multiple-choice question requires more
processing skills than just selecting the correct answer:
These items require understanding of the stem, sometimes holding the stem in short-term
memory, and using one of several possible strategies. Of course different individuals will
use different strategies, some of which will be maladaptive (p.60).
Although Johnston (1984) did not refer to cognitive styles, he did make the point that “different
individuals will use different strategies, some of which will be maladaptive” (p. 60). The
cognitive attributes previously ascribed as characteristic of field-dependent learners indicated
that they may be more likely to use “maladaptive” strategies in answering multiple-choice items
than would field-independent learners (Tinajero and Paramo, 1998).
All in all, assessment of this comprehension—this making sense of what is left with an
individual after reading—is really “an attempt to build a model of the author’s intended
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meaning” (Johnston, 1984, p.18). Determining whether or not an individual can deduce that
meaning has become a billion dollar industry and a source of contention and frustration among
school administrators, educators, politicians, parents, and students
(Popham, 2001; Sacks, 1999;Strenio, 1981).

Cognitive Styles and African Americans, Hispanics, and Native Americans
Census research indicates that America’s demographics changed considerably during the
last 120 years: A population that was primarily Caucasian for the first part of the century
evolved into a tapestry finely woven with ethnic diversity from all over the world. In fact, “one
in every three students enrolled in elementary or secondary school is of an ethnic minority”
(Sapon-Shevin, 2001, p.34). By 2020, Sapon-Shevin (2001) predicted that African American
and Hispanic students will make up 46% of the school population; Hodgkinson (2001) indicated
that by 2050, Caucasians will be the minority group in America’s schools.
America takes pride in its image as the world’s great melting pot of cultures. However,
just how well American education has treated those members of various cultures as they attempt
to make an equitable place for themselves within the mainstream has not received the reviews
that reflect positively upon that image. For instance, the education of African Americans and
Native Americans has been marred by inequities for the last 150 years (Braddock, 1990;
Butterfield, 1994; Swisher, 1991). Hispanic students have also suffered from educational
inequities (Headden, 1997). A review of the segregation policies, the inadequacies in minority
student funding in urban and rural areas (Slavin, 2001), the tracking practices that placed
minority students in the lowest academic/vocational tracks (Oakes, 1992), and the
disproportionate placement of members of these groups in remedial and special education
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programs (Chinn & Hughes, 1987) provides evidence of the inequities surrounding the
educational opportunities offered to them. These incidents were categorized as “institutional
racism” (Kershaw, 1992, p.153).
Most decisions to place minority students into lower educational tracks have been based
upon their scores on culturally biased assessments (Oakes, 1995). When these test results are
reviewed, minorities generally score lower than white students, leading to their majority status in
the lower academic/vocational tracks (Oakes, 1995). This placement has led minority students
(except those of Asian decent) to be considered not just different but inferior (Durodoye and
Hildreth, 1995). Oakes (1992) noted that the longer a student remains in a track, the harder it is
to escape the constraints of that track and the lower socio-economic lifestyle that accompanies
the track.
The Fact Book: Report for the Florida Community College System (2001) indicated that
in 1999, Florida’s community college enrollment consisted of 194,955 (61%) Caucasian
students; 49,163 (15%) African-American students; 54,247 Hispanic students (17%); 1,383 (4%)
Native-American students; and 8,632 (2.7%) Asian/Pacific Island students. According to the
Florida Department of Education, approximately 65%-73% of the students who enroll in the
community college are unable to attain the minimum score on the reading comprehension test
and are placed in a developmental reading course (Windham, 1999). Of these students,
Windham (1999) reported that minorities tend to be over-enrolled in developmental courses with
more than twice as many white students successful on the Computerized Placement Test (CPT)
than African American students. According to the figures based on the analysis of Daytona
Beach Community College’s 1999 Krystal Report (2000), approximately 68% of the entering
white students scored below the minimum score on the reading comprehension test of the CPT;
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however, 91% of the African-American students and 83% of the Hispanic students scored below
the minimum score on the reading comprehension test and were placed in the developmental
reading course. While approximately 87% of the students pass the exit test for the
developmental reading course, the African-American and Hispanic students are among those
most likely to fail the test and be required to continue with another developmental reading course
(Krystal Report, 2000).
African-American, Native American, and Hispanic students have historically been among
the students who scored the lowest on standardized tests in the United Stated (Figlio and Wilson,
1997; NCES, 1999). In 1987, Baratz-Snowden noted that the National Assessment of
Educational Process (NAEP) reported that achievement scores of black students at age 17 were
“equal to the mean scores for the average white student at age 13” (p. 50). The National Alliance
of Black School Educators (NABSE) reported that in 1984, 28 % of the black students dropped
out of high school and that one-third of the African American students in community colleges
were enrolled in programs and courses that did not give credit toward the baccalaureate degree,
thus reflecting the generally low scores on the College Board’s Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)
and American College Test Program (ACT). Of the 70,156 black students taking the SAT in
1985, only 7.9 % had a score of 500 or better on the verbal subtest; their average score 332,
compared to an average score of 449 for white students (Baratz-Snowden, 1987).
Ten years later, The National Center For Education Statistics reported in The Condition
of Education 1999 that the average reading score (based on a scale of 0-500) on the National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) for African American students at ages 9, 13, and 17
were 190, 236, and 265 respectively, and Hispanic students at the same age levels scored 194,
240, and 265 (p. 34). Contrasted with the scores of white students at the same age levels (220,
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267, 294), the African American and Hispanics scored an average of 28.7 points lower than
white students, and the scores of 17 year old African-American and Hispanic students were
closer to the scores of 13 year old white students. Despite the efforts made and money spent to
improve the educational experiences of students, these reports indicate that the increase in test
scores for minorities has been minimal.
Using low scores on multiple-choice achievement tests as indicators of probable inability
has kept the gates of opportunity closed to minority students. The test results have been used as
proof “that the low achievement of poor and minority children is bound up in the children
themselves or their families” (Commission on Chapter 1, 1992, p.3). This idea dominated the
attitudes in educational systems across the country and formed the basis of theories of cultural
deprivation, language deficiency, and cultural and language differences as reasons why students
are not successful in school. While the reviews of such theories are focused on the educational
experiences of African Americans, other minorities have been categorized and victimized by
these same theories—and tests—that have been used to place them in educational tracks or
classes that have been described as ineffective and “result in significant consequences for
students, especially when they are removed from the general education classroom and denied
access to the general education curriculum . . .(that) often results in fewer opportunities for
students to access post-secondary education and in fewer employment opportunities” (Zhang and
Katsiyannis, 2002, p. 184).

African Americans and Cognitive Style
When one reviews the practices of “educational tracking” of students into specific
academic tracks based on test scores, African Americans are still the majority of those placed in
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the lower tracks. Zhang and Katsiyannis (2003) voiced concern over the disproportionate
number of African Americans placed in programs for the educable mentally retarded (EMR) that
has existed for over 30 years. Even in1989, Kunjufu found that 41% of African Americans in
high school were in special education classes, and of that number, 85% were African American
males. What is of interest here, as Harry and Anderson (1994), Patten (1998), Townsend (2002)
and Zhang and Katsiyannis (2002) observed, is that the placement of many of these students has
often been based solely upon the scores of IQ tests that were determined to be culturally biased
as early as the 1970s (Dunn, 1977).
Hale-Benson (1986) begins her book Black Children: Their Roots, Culture, and Learning
Styles with a thought-provoking paragraph:
The American educational system has not been effective in educating Black children . . .
The emphasis on traditional education has been upon molding and shaping Black children
so that they can be fit into an educational process designed for Anglo-Saxon middle-class
children. We know that the system is not working because of the disproportionate
number of Black children who are labeled hyperactive and who are being given drugs as
tranquilizers . . . We know that the system is not working because of the disproportionate
number of Black children who are labeled mentally retarded and placed in “special
classes.” . . . because of the disproportionate number of Black children who are being
suspended, expelled, and “pushed out” of schools. We can see that the system is not
working in the high Black teenage unemployment rate and the over-representation of
Black people in the prison population (p.1-2).
Those strong words condemn a system that she believes has not faced its responsibility to
do what it purports to do: educate all of its students. Instead, she believes that educators and
politicians created a system that focused on educating those who “fit” into the analytical mold.
During the 1960s, the idea emerged that raising the standard of living of lower-class
African American children would cause equalization in the educational experience. However, a
study by Stodolsky and Lesser (1967) had indications that raising living standards would not be
the panacea that many thought because the children would retain the cognitive style associated
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with their ethnic group, and if that style was not accommodated, the children would still have
learning problems in school that would exacerbate with age. Review of attrition rates among
African American students provide grim proof of their predictions made over thirty years ago.
In fact, Townsend (2002) noted that Myers “found that the gap is even wider between African
American middle class students and their middle class European American counterparts than it is
between African American students from low-income backgrounds and their European American
peers from low socioeconomic backgrounds” (p. 223).
Cohen (1969) identified two styles of learning which she called analytical and relational.
The characteristics of these two styles were similar to those that Witkin attributed to field
independence and field dependence and more recently to Riding’s wholists and analytics. Cohen
also noted that African Americans and those who are classified as “lower income” seem to be
relational (field dependent). Cohen (1969) further stated that school requires the analytic
approach to cognitive organization, and those students who do not function with this style will be
poor achievers in their early elementary school years. The concept of the “analytical school”
continues to survive into the new millennium; unfortunately with the emphasis on performance
on high-stakes testing, more and more students are subjected to a curriculum that serves to
increase student performance on state-mandated, multiple-choice standardized tests (Abrams and
Madaus, 2003). Furthermore, as African American students become older and seek to establish
their ethnic identity, the problems with school become even more dramatic (Ogbu,1992).
Offering further support of the idea of problems in school increasing with age was a study by
Texeira and Christian (2002) of the Oakland (California) Unified School District that revealed
while 53% of the enrollment was African American, 80% of all students who were suspended
from the school were African American.
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Hale Benson (1986) also summarized Akbar’s characteristics of the African American
child’s cognitive style and Hilliard’s African American cultural style by indicating that African
Americans
•

tend to respond to things in terms of the whole picture instead of its parts while the EuroAmerican style tends to believe that anything can be divided and subdivided into pieces
and that these pieces add up to a whole;

•

tend to prefer inferential reasoning to deductive or inductive reasoning;

•

tend to approximate space, numbers, and time rather that stick to accuracy;

•

tend to prefer to focus on people and their activities rather than things;

•

tend to have a keen sense of justice and are quick to analyze and perceive injustice;

•

tend to lean toward altruism, a concern for one’s fellow man;

•

tend to prefer novelty, freedom, and personal distinctiveness;

•

tend not to be “word” dependent but very proficient in nonverbal communication (p. 42).

These attributes strongly resembled Cohen’s relational style, Witkin’s field dependent style, and
Riding’s (1997) wholist style of cognitive processing.
The recognition of an African American cognitive style gained credence with Nobles’
(1974) studies of African continuities in the African-American family. He presented evidence
that the African-American family has an historical continuation that extends back to Africa and
its culture(s). This extension is seen in the strong kinship bonds, the achievement orientation, the
adaptability of family roles, the strong religious and work orientations, the extended family
practices of childrearing. As these facets of African culture have shaped the African American
family of today, they have also placed the members of this ethnic group in the position of
preserving their culture while trying to resolve the basic conflicts that exist between the
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European worldview and the African worldview. The European worldview emphasizes survival
of the fittest, competition, individualism, and independence. This worldview is in direct conflict
with the African worldview, which emphasizes survival of the tribe, cooperation,
interdependence, and collective responsibility (Hale-Benson, 1986). The African American
family has had the task of mediating these two worldviews while coping in a society where the
reality of their lives was based upon white racism and economic oppression.
As the African American family deals with the preservation and transmission of its
heritage, it must also create an alternative frame of reference and develop a duality of
socialization for its children. African American children must learn to live and function within
their ethnic group and to take on the behaviors that will grant them social mobility. Most of the
child-rearing practices have an affective orientation, which cause them to be feeling- and peopleoriented and better at nonverbal communication (Gitter, Black, and Mostofsky, 1972). In studies
of nonverbal communication, African American students were significantly better than white
students at enacting emotions and in identifying emotions presented on photographs (Gitter et al.,
1972).
African American students are also “motorically precocious” and have more energy than
white children. This energy may come from genetic and environmental factors. Research
conducted by Ainsworth (1967) and Goldberg (1971) showed that the way African American
babies are handled promotes the physical precocity that causes internal conflict when the child is
forced to contain that energy during the school day. Today as schools eliminate recess periods in
favor of “test prep” activities, the need for release of this energy places an even greater burden
on these children.
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In summary, an African American cognitive style exists and has been “influenced by
cultural customs transposed from specific communities in Africa” (Anderson, 1988); it is
characteristically relational/field dependent/wholist and conflicts with the analytical/field
independent/analysist style of the school system. The conflict between these cognitive styles and
the educational opportunities offered to African Americans has been well researched (Madhere,
1989; Willis, 1989; Bennet, 1986; Catananeda & Gray, 1974; Cohen, 1976; Shade, 1982) for
over thirty years and is evident in the numbers of African American students who fail to achieve
in school (Hale-Benson, 1986).

Hispanics and Cognitive Style
In 2000, the Hispanic population had increased from 22 million in 1990 to 35 million
people, and Hispanic students accounted for 13.6 percent of America’s public school students
(Lane, 2001). With the influx of immigrants from Puerto Rico, Mexico, and Central and South
America, Stewart (1998) indicated that the number of Hispanic students in the public schools is
expected to double again by 2020. Unfortunately, the dropout rate for Hispanic students is
currently 30 – 38% (Lewis 1996), which is double the dropout rate of non-Hispanics. Nor is the
dropout rate limited to recent immigrants who are limited English proficiency (LEP) students,
but also includes later generations who are fluent in English (Headden, 1997).
As reported earlier in this chapter, Hispanic students also have low achievement test
scores on the National Assessment of Educational Progress Tests at ages 9, 13, and 17
(Condition of Education, 1996). Furthermore, only 35% of Hispanic high school seniors were
enrolled in college preparatory programs; however, they were overly represented in vocational
and special education tracks (Griggs and Dunn, 1995); and a disproportionately lower
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representation of Hispanic students exists in gifted education programs (Plata and Masters,
1998).
Language does play a preeminent role in the stress factors experienced by Hispanic
students, who represent 76% of the minority LEP students who speak over 100 different
languages and attend public schools (Griggs & Dunn, 1998). Stewart (1998) wrote that the
number of Hispanic LEP students is expected to double by 2020. He also indicated that research
shows that non-native speakers take three to six years to learn academic English, and “during
that time many of them fall behind mastering other academic material” (p. 33). This fact,
coupled with the use of standardized tests that are linguistically and culturally inappropriate, has
created a paradox in the educational placement of those students: Griggs and Dunn (1998)
pointed to the overrepresentation of those students in special education tracks, while Ortiz (1997)
indicated that students with learning disabilities may be overlooked because the disability may
be viewed as language deficiency rather than a legitimate learning disability.
While the types of language and bilingual instruction for Hispanic students (and other
students with limited English proficiency) are points of controversy among educators and
politicians (Walters, 1996), it must be remembered that many Hispanic students who become
drop-outs are fluent speakers of English “suggesting that the longer a family lives in the United
States, the more entrenched the problem becomes” (Headden, 1997, p.64).
The dropout rate also varies among the different groups that form the Hispanic
population: Mexican-Americans, Puerto Ricans, and Central Americans have a higher dropout
rate than Cuban-Americans (Hendon, 1998). More of the former groups also live in poverty than
the latter group, have less access to social services and preschool, and have more members who
are in this country illegally (Griggs & Dunn, 1995).
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While many researchers cited in Hernandez and Descamps (1986), Alva and Los Reyes
(1999), and Kush (1996) considered poverty and lack of pre-school as major contributors to the
high attrition rate for Hispanic students, Headdon (1999) asserted that along with these issues
others must be reviewed when causal factors for the high dropout rate are being considered:
•

Poverty – students coming from impoverished homes have less opportunities for literacy
experiences during their pre-school years and never seem to overcome the disadvantage;
in fact, 41% of the Hispanic students who are considered to live in poverty do drop out
(Headden, 1997).

•

Peer pressure – many Hispanic students see succeeding in school as “Anglo” and “nerdy”
and do not participate in the educational process (Headdon, 1999).

•

Frequent moves – many Hispanic families are migrant workers, and following the crops
causes disruptions in their children’s education (Alva and deLosReye, 1999).

•

Lower educational levels of parents – more Latinos and African-Americans are the
majority of students whose parents do not have high school diplomas (Artze, 2000).

•

Lack of role models for Hispanic youth who are in or out of school– while 13.5 percent
of the population is Hispanic, only three percent of the nation’s teachers are Hispanic,
and in 1995, fewer than nine percent of the Hispanic population aged 25-29 had
completed college. (Even though 78.8% of Hispanics were either working or looking for
work in 1997 (indicating a strong willingness to work), most were employed in nonprofessional jobs (Griggs & Dunne, 1995)).

•

Lower academic expectations for Hispanics students – Hispanic youth are often not
encouraged to take college preparatory or advanced placement programs. Only eight
percent of the applications for Advanced Placement are Hispanic (Stewart, 1998). Many
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Hispanic students also say “that the public schools marginalize them, disrespecting their
culture, neglecting their language problems, and setting standards so low that kids can’t
help but reduce expectations” (Headden, 1997).
Learning styles research by Griggs & Dunn (1998) indicated that Hispanic students in
general “learn in a style and with instructional strategies that differ significantly from those of
youngsters who perform well in school” (p. 11). They also found that Hispanic students tend to
be more field dependent than field independent, causing them to be “more group-oriented,
sensitive to the social environment, cooperative and positively responsive to adult modeling, and
less competitive, less comfortable in trial-and-error situations and less interested in the fine
details of concepts, materials or tasks” (p. 13). However, Griggs and Dunn (1995) noted that
while their research and that of others (such as Kagan and Buriel, 1977; and Ramirez and
Casteneda, 1974) have strong indications that Hispanic students tend to be field dependent, many
were field independent—thus supporting the point of Frisby (1993) that cultural group
characteristics should not be sought, but rather each individual’s cognitive processing style
should be examined.
The concept of field dependence, however, does have implications for the success of
Hispanic students in public schools, especially when one considers their poor performance on
multiple-choice standardized tests. Garcia (1991) found that multiple-choice tests underestimated
the actual reading comprehension skills of Hispanic elementary school. Additionally, Kush
(1996) discovered that field-dependent Mexican- American students scored lower on the
California Achievement-Reading than Mexican-American students who were field-independent.
Furthermore, the 1995 Condition of Education’s report on the Educational Progress of Hispanic
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Students (Education Digest, 1996) presented evidence that in 1992, Hispanic students scored
lower than white students at all levels on the NAEP; that did not change on the 1996 test.
Hispanic students are also in the greatest peril of not passing the high school exit test
requirement, especially in Texas, which has a high concentration of Hispanic students. In 2000,
several Hispanic (and black) students, represented by the Mexican American Legal Defense and
Educational Fund, sued the state of Texas over the use of its high school graduation test
(Schmidt, 2000). U.S. District Court Judge Edward C. Prado dismissed the case even though 20
percent of all Hispanic students who take the test fail—contrasted with the fact that only 10
percent of white students fail; however, an appeal is expected. Some students had taken the
multiple-choice Texas Assessment of Academic Skills test several times without getting the
passing score. Because of their scores, they were not admitted to any of the four-year universities
and many of the community colleges in Texas, regardless of their high school grades.
While Hernandez and Descamps (1986) argued that their review of research indicated
that field-dependent characteristics found in Mexican-Americans were not contributors to the
lack of academic achievement, they listed specific characteristics that are considered aspects of
field dependence considered to interfere with academic success in an analytical school setting:
•

The need for teacher warmth and enthusiasm significantly impacts the academic
achievement of Mexican American students.

•

Cooperative learning environments produce greater academic gains than competitive or
individualistic learning environments.

•

The relationship of the (external) locus of control . . . affects academic success.
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Goodenough et al. (1987), Hale-Benson (1986), Reiff (1996), Riding (1997), Riding and Craig
(1998), Witkin et al. (1977), and others cited these characteristics as elements of field
dependence that may affect academic achievement in school.

Native Americans and Cognitive Style
While Nel (1994) noted that schools in the United States fail a disproportionate number
of minority children, she provided facts that showed the condition of Native American students
is worse than any other minority group: As many as ten percent of the Native American children
are not enrolled in school; 75% are retained and at least one grade-level behind; and 11% are
enrolled in special education programs. The dropout rate for Native Americans, according to the
National Center for Educational Statistics (1999) is approximately 35.5%, which is higher than
any minority group in the nation, despite the fact that until the fourth grade native American
children function at the average to superior range. Butterfield (1994) cited a 1991 study by
Chaleston and King that indicated Native American students are often targets of racism that
cause them to experience feelings of alienation, a major factor in attrition (p. 2). They also noted
that schools in many districts have been resistant to the integration of Native American cultural
values into the curricula. For instance, Nel (1994) noted that the verbal and nonverbal
communication styles that are often associated with Native Americans can cause these students
discomfort in the classroom and cause them to be considered “slow” or as non-participants in the
academic setting: The verbal communication style of Native American students tends to be
slower and more reflective than that of students who are members of the mainstream culture.
These attributes may make their response time slower than teachers are willing to allow. When
the body language of teachers and non-Native American peers indicate that they are unwilling to
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give these students adequate response time, Native Americans often revert to silence. This can
lead to negative and false assumptions about what these students know.
Brescia and Fortune (1988) added that the use of standardized tests for the measurement
of achievement and ability is likely “to produce invalid results in the form of underestimation of
student performance” (p.1), which may lead to placement in programs that are not challenging.
This may lead to boredom and a desire to withdraw from school. Brescia and Fortune (1988)
also indicated that Native American students may not use strategies that would improve test
performance: “selective scanning for known items, techniques of using partial information to
guess correct answers, or efficient time use” (p. 4). Not using these strategies is characteristic of
those with field dependent tendencies.
As cited in Franklin and Waukechon (1995), a twenty-year study completed by Swisher,
Holisch, and Pavel in 1991 found that the dropout rate for Native Americans may be as high as
48%; in a June 2000 correspondence Paula Long Fox, Chairperson of the American Indian
Education Foundation (AIEF), wrote that the dropout rate currently equals 50% for Native
Americans. She also wrote that Native American students have the highest suicide rate.
Furthermore, Safran and Safran (1994) reported that twice as many Native Americans live in
poverty as any other group in America, having a median income of about half of that of Whites
(Garrett, 1999). Fox and the AIEF indicated that Native Americans are not only the poorest
people in the nation, “they are getting poorer” (p.2), experiencing a 13% loss of income since the
1980s.
Native Americans are also under-represented in higher education (Carnegie Foundation,
1990). Wilson (1997) found that only four percent of the Alaska native population over 25 had
completed college. This fact only adds to the low economic status that exists for many Native
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Americans. Wilson (1997) further reported that public assistance payments total about $13,000
for each unemployed person on a reservation, but those who complete either an A.S. or B.A.
degree become self-sufficient and pay taxes.
While many non-Native Americans do not understand the diversity among this
population, Safran and Safran (1994) stated that Native Americans are a heterogeneous group
consisting of 558 different tribal nations with a population of over 2.3 million people across the
United States. According to Garrett (1999), over one million live on or near 276 reservations
and represent one of the fastest growing groups, even though the infant mortality rate is one of
the nation’s highest and the average life expectancy is only 47.5 years. These people also
represent over 252 distinct languages—not dialects (Safran & Safran, 1994), the majority of
which are not written (Bruchac, 1991).
Academically, Native American students are struggling within a system that allocates
approximately $3,075 per Native American student, contrasted to $6,400 spent on the average
student in America. The AIEF also reported that many of the schools attended by Native
Americans are in disrepair and that the Bureau of Indian Affairs “has a maintenance backlog of
about a billion dollars” (Fox correspondence, p. 2). In a speech to the National Indian Education
Association, Democratic Senator Tom Daschle (2000) said, “I’ve seen schools in Indian County.
No child should have to spend one day, one hour, one minute in a school like some of those we
provide Indian children. Not in America” (p. 4).
While the lack of educational materials and the substandard condition of schools affect
academic achievement, Nel (1994) reviewed the cultural differences between Native Americans
and the mainstream culture of the school that researchers (Hoffman, 1988; Giles, 1985; Phillips,
1983; Rossi, 1980) have cited as causes for the lack of academic success in school. Even though
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there are many cultural differences between the different tribal nations, Native Americans share
many cultural values that are at odds with the mainstream world-view and are often problematic
for Native American students when those cultural differences are ignored. Nel (1994) wrote that
Cummins’ 1989 study revealed “that minority students are being disabled or empowered as a
direct result of their interactions with school personnel” (p. 169). Simmons and Barrineau
((1994), Nel (1994), Safran and Safran (1994) and others found differences between the
mainstream culture and the culture shared by Native Americans that could impact the academic
experience of these students. These findings are presented in Table 5.
The cognitive style of Native Americans seems to be mixed: Witkin reported the effects
of cultural values on cognitive style, and Native Americans share the cooperative attitudes that
foster field dependence; however, many studies indicate that Native Americans, as a group,
exhibit traits of field independence and field dependence. For example, Davidson (1992) cited
several sources (Florey, 1986; Fox, 1988; George, 1982; Gilliland, 1988) that indicated Native
American children tend to learn in a holistic, simultaneous, spatial manner, which is
characteristic of an orientation toward field-dependence. However, while Davidson’s (1992)
study of 57 Native American children showed that on the Kaufman Assessment Battery for
Children (K-ABC) these children scored significantly higher than White children on the sub-tests
that tested simultaneous processing. She also discovered that within the Native American
subjects, only 47% of the children favored the simultaneous processing and indicated a
combination of simultaneous and sequential processing strengths. Furthermore, she noted that
the manual for the K-ABC indicated that Native American children had their highest scores on
the Wechsler’s Picture Completion, Block Design, and Object Assembly Subtests, which
indicate tendencies of field independence.
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Table 5: Mainstream and Native American Cultural Values
Mainstream Cultural Values
• Competitive life-style*

Native American Cultural Values
• Cooperative life-style**

•

Individualistic/impersonal*

•

Group cooperation/affective **

•

Single family unit

•

Extended family

•

Respect for self/make eye contact

•

Respect for others/avert eyes

•

Exploitation of nature

•

Respect for nature

•

Verbal communication valued

•

Nonverbal communication valued

•

Self-expression/disclosure

•

Quiet/private

•

Acquiring for self

•

Generous/sharing/group needs

•

Self-praise expected

•

Praising/boasting = ill-mannered

•

Time/schedules must be met and

•

Time/unhurried/natural

followed*

progression**

Adapted from Nel (1994) and Safran and Safran (1994). * Witkin associated these
characteristics with field independence; **Witkin associated these characteristics with field
dependence.

In a study with one group of Native Americans (primarily Lumbee), Simmons and
Barrineau (1994) found that on the Myer-Briggs Type Indicator, this sample was primarily
sensing, which indicates that they have learning preferences ascribed to the cognitive style of
field dependence:
•

prefer to learn a skill and practice it without too much variation (inflexibility);

•

enjoy learning more if they make a “people connection” (cooperative learning);

•

need personal feedback with encouragement to make assignments satisfying (respond
negatively to criticism);

•

learn best when they move from the concrete to the abstract (concrete learners);
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•

absence of clock-watching and poor performance on timed tests (Jensen, 1987, as cited in
Simmons and Barrineau (1994, p. 8-9).

Studies and reviews of literature by Franklin and Waukechen (1995), Nel (1994), Safran and
Safran (1994), and Wilson (1997) also reported findings that if these cognitive style attributes are
not addressed, the educational experiences of Native American may be negatively affected.

Summary
Review of research indicated that cognitive styles exist and affect the ways that
individuals process information. Field dependence/independence is the most widely researched
of all cognitive styles, most of which seem to share characteristics of field dependence and field
independence. What could cause an individual to possess more or less of one cognitive style
than another has intrigued researchers since the work of Herman Witkin introduced the concept
of FDI in the late 1940s. Researchers have examined possible genetic and cultural influences
that could contribute to an individual’s cognitive style tendencies.
The literature indicated that reading comprehension could be influenced by cognitive
style characteristics that may facilitate or hinder the acquisition of knowledge when reading.
Cognitive processing style might also affect how one stores knowledge and retrieves it when it is
needed.
Ethnic minorities have also shown preference of one cognitive style over another,
specifically field dependence over field-independence. However, one’s cognitive processing
style is an individual characteristic and cannot be assumed to be shared by all members of an
ethnic group.
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The purpose of this review concerning cognitive style and minority students was not to
stereotype groups but rather to call attention to the role in general that cognitive style may have
on an individual’s academic experiences and the cultural influences that may cause a collective
influence. These may cause a group to exhibit characteristics or preference for one cognitive
style over another—or both. Swisher (1991) warns that the degree to which group members
enter into the mainstream culture will also affect group diversity. That reason alone should
prohibit the assumption “that a particular group will have a particular learning style . . .”
(Swisher, 1991, p.3). It is important to remember the warning of Durodoye and Hildreth (1995):
No cultural group should be perceived as adhering strictly to the field independent and
field dependent and field sensitive concepts. The individual differences of the student
must also be taken into account (p. 244).
However, even though review of research by Tinajero & Paramo indicated that many students
who are field dependent do not do well on multiple-choice tests, multiple-choice tests remain this
country’s major tool for assessment of academic achievement.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH AND DESIGN METHODOLOGY
Target Group
This study was designed to examine the performance of subjects who were divided into
three groups as determined by scores on the Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) on the
following types of reading comprehension measurement:
•

a timed, standardized multiple-choice test;

•

an un-timed, standardized multiple-choice test;

•

a constructed-response format of a standardized multiple-choice test.

The students were divided into the groups LOW GEFT (students who scored 0-5 and were
considered to have field-dependent tendencies), MID GEFT (students who scored 6-14 and were
considered to have mixed tendencies of field dependence and field independence), and HIGH
GEFT (students who scored 15-18 and were considered to have field-independent tendencies).
Students were also divided into groups based on ethnicity and gender.

Population
The population for this study included 273 students enrolled in developmental reading
classes at Daytona Beach Community College during the Spring Semester, 2001.

Sample
The sample began with 163 students who were in the nine developmental reading classes
of four instructors who volunteered 3.5 hours for students to complete the four different tests.
After the tests were administered, the sample was reduced to 133 students: Thirty of the students
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were eliminated from the study because they did not complete all three of the tests of reading
comprehension and/or the GEFT.
The sample consisted of 88 females (27 African Americans, 47 Caucasians, 13 Hispanics,
1 Native American) and 45 males (13 African Americans, 22 Caucasians, 8 Hispanics, 2 Native
Americans. No Asian students were included in the sample. Their ages ranged from 17 to 54
years old.

Instruments
Four instruments were used in this study:
1.

Comprehension Test of the Nelson Denny Reading Test, Form G (timed);

2.

Comprehension Test of the Nelson Denny Reading Test, Form E (un-timed);

3.

Comprehension Test of the Nelson Denny Reading Test, Form F (open-response format).

4.

Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT).

The Nelson-Denny Reading Test, Forms E, F, and G
Dr. M. I. Nelson and Dr. E. C. Denny created the Nelson-Denny Reading Test during the
1920s, and since then the test has been widely used as a placement and diagnostic tool. In 1981,
Brown, Bennett, and Hanna developed Forms E and F for the following purpose:
to provide a trustworthy ranking of student ability in three areas of academic
achievement: reading comprehension, vocabulary development, and reading rate. These
are the three most important skills involved in the reading process and are related and
interdependent (Brown, et al., 1981, p. 1).
Brown, Fishco, and Hanna developed Forms G and H of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test
in 1990. The forms were standardized in 1991 with 3,750 students in community colleges in the
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four regions of the United States. Following the format of the previous forms, the tests consist of
two subtests: Vocabulary and Comprehension. The Vocabulary Test was not used in this study.
The Comprehension Test for Forms E and F consists of eight reading passages and 36
questions, each with four multiple-choice distractors (incorrect answers) and one correct answer
from which the subject must choose the one correct answer. For standardization, subjects are
given 20 minutes to complete the comprehension test. Changes to the comprehension subtest of
Form G, which consists of seven passages, one long passage with eight multiple-choice
questions followed by six, 200 word passages with five multiple-choice questions, were the
result of a national survey requesting suggestions for improvement of Forms E and F.
According to Brown et al. (1981, 1993), four considerations guided the development of
the Comprehension subtests of Forms E and F and the later Forms G and H: 1) the need to reach
or surpass the item-validity of the previous forms; 2) the need to provide the broadest sampling
of subject matter areas within test limits; 3) the need to parallel coverage of subject-matter areas
in the two forms; and 4) the need to provide a variety of comprehension subtest items to reflect
an equally wide rang of reading abilities (p.12).
Passages were selected from humanities, social sciences, and natural and physical
sciences. The test designers created 12 questions to cover each of these areas. One longer
passage with eight questions begins the test. Seven shorter passages, each with four questions,
follow. The reading level of three passages is below grade 12; five are at grade 13 or above.
Eighteen of the questions deal with literal comprehension, and the other eighteen are interpretive
questions.
The reliability of Forms E and F was determined by administering the different forms to
samples of students in grades 9-14. Two weeks later the sample took the alternating form and
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the results were correlated. The authors believed that because this method reflected both time
sampling and content sampling, it yielded conservative appraisals of test reliability. The median
alternate-form reliability coefficient for the Comprehension score was .91.for Forms G and H.
Content Dependence was studied by following the theoretical model indices presented by
Hanna and Oaster in 1979. One half of the group took the test in its conventional form while the
other half took the alternate-form with the passages (context) removed. The two groups then
switched forms so that each participant answered 72 comprehension questions, 36 with the
context present and 36 with the context absent. According to Brown et al. (1993), this “measures
the degree to which correct item responses are under the influence of the context” (p. 17). Since
reading comprehension tests are designed to measure the examinee’s ability to answer questions
based upon reading the passages and not the examinee’s ability to answer questions based on
prior knowledge, context independence is viewed as undesirable and is ideally zero or negative.
The context dependence index (CDI) measured for grade 10 was .26 on Form E and .32 on Form
F. At grade 14, the CDI was .29 on From E and .44 on Form F. The context independence index
(CII) was present only to a slight degree at grade 10 (.04, Form E; .01, Form F) and at grade 14
(.09, Form E; .03, Form F).

The Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT)
Developed by Witkin, Oltman, and Raskin (1971), the GEFT is the most widely accepted
test of measurement for the cognitive styles of field-independence and field- dependence. The
test was created for group testing and based on the Embedded Figures Test, which was designed
as an individual test for field-independence/dependence. Seventeen of the 18 items are the same.
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During the 12 minute timed test, the student must locate a previously seen simple figure
hidden within a larger, more complex figure. The test is divided into three parts: The first
consists of seven simple items that are for practice; each of the second and third parts consists of
nine figures that are more complex than the items in the first part.
The score is obtained by adding the number correct on the second and third parts of the
test, with 18 being the highest possible score. A high score (15-18) means that the subject could
separate, the simple figure from the complex figure and has tendencies considered to be fieldindependent. The converse is true for subjects who have low scores (0-5) on the test, and they
are considered to have tendencies of field-dependence. Subjects with mid-level scores (6-14) are
considered to have mixed tendencies (and were the Mid-GEFT group in the analyses of the
reading comprehension test scores).
Reliability of the GEFT was established as .82 by giving parallel forms with the same
time limits. The Spearman-Brown prophecy formula was used to correct correlations for both
males and females. Comparing it to the Embedded Figures Test established the validity of the
GEFT. Studies showed that with college students the correlation of the GEFT and EFT produced
valid coefficients of -.83 for males and -.63 for females (shown in the negative because of
reverse scoring).
Other psychological studies (Weiskopf, 1980; Cross, 1976) verify the construct validity
of the GEFT as an identifier of cognitive styles that are “process rather than content variables;
they are pervasive dimensions of individual functioning; people tend to be stable over time in
their standing on them; they are bipolar and value neutral” (Witkin, et al., 1977).
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Collection of Data
Four reading instructors volunteered to administer four tests to 163 students who were in
nine different college preparatory classes. The scores on the following tests were used in the
statistical analyses:
1.

The timed, multiple-choice Comprehension subtest of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test,
Form G (NDG);

2.

The un-timed, multiple-choice Comprehension subtest of the Nelson-Denny Reading
Test, Form E (NDE);

3.

The un-timed, constructed-response format of the Comprehension subtest of the NelsonDenny Reading Test, Form F (NDF);

4.

The Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT).
The NDG (timed, multiple choice) was administered during the first week of class in the

spring semester 2001. Since the Comprehension subtest of Forms G and H are used as pre- and
post- tests in the reading classes at the college, Form G was used as the timed test and
administered during the second class meeting (Classes meet in two-hour blocks twice a week).
The NDE (un-timed, multiple-choice) was administered during the first class meeting of the
second week, and the NDF (un-timed, constructed-response) was administered during the
second class period of the same week. The GEFT was administered during the fourth week
during the session on Learning Styles. Only the students in the nine classes used as the sample
were administered the GEFT. After the data were collected, the sample was reduced to 133
students who completed all of the tests.
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Scoring of the Data
The answers to the NDG and the NDE were placed on Scantron answer sheets and
machine scored. For the scoring of the constructed-response tests, this researcher developed a
training session for four reading instructors. During the training session, the reading instructors
read the passages and reviewed the correct multiple-choice answers. They then discussed what
information must be included in a constructed response for it to be considered correct. For
example, Passage Five presented information about architect Buckminster Fuller and the
characteristics of his designs. Question 24 asked,
24.

The chief purpose of this passage was to
A. entertain
B. inform
C. predict
D. clarify
E. entertain

The correct answer was B. inform. The instructors decided that if a constructed response
included the concept of “presenting information,” “discussing Fuller’s work,” “describing his
designs,” the answer would be correct.
The four volunteer reading instructors then read and scored the constructed-response
answers of the NDF during two grading sessions for a total of nine hours. Each of the
constructed response tests was scored twice. The instructors had decided that after each grading
session they would discuss any answer that one had scored correct and another had scored
incorrect. They made this decision when they realized that a student’s constructed response could
have been correct based on the content of the passage but had not been considered a possible
answer by the instructors during the training session. Because of the thorough discussion of
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possible answers prior to the grading sessions, no discrepancies between correct/incorrect
occurred.
The GEFT was given in the nine classes as part of a learning styles activity during the
fourth week of the semester. One of the three volunteer reading instructors was familiar with
the GEFT and administered it to her students. She also scored the GEFT and discussed fielddependence/independence with her students. The school psychometrist taught the other three
volunteers how to administer and score the GEFT, and they also administered and scored the
tests of their students. The GEFT was easily scored since the student’s outline of the figure is
easily determined as following the embedded pattern or not following the embedded pattern.
The number of correctly identified embedded figures was recorded on the cover of the GEFT
booklet.

Data Analysis
SPSS Graduate Pack (1999) was the statistical software used to analyze the data. The
independent variable was the subjects’ scores on the GEFT. The dependent variables were the
subjects’ scores on the NDG, NDE, and the NDF. The paired t-test was used to examine the
means of the reading comprehension test scores of students within the three groups formed by
the GEFT scores: HIGH GEFT (15-18), MID GEFT (6-14), and LOW GEFT (0-5). ANOVA
was used to examine the means between the LOW and HIGH GEFT scores on the tests of
reading comprehension. The paired t-test was also used to examine the means of the GEFT and
reading comprehension test scores of students based on ethnicity and gender. Tables were
generated by SPSS to present the results of the paired t-tests and the ANOVA and the descriptive
statistics that describe the sample in terms of gender, ethnicity, and age.
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CHAPTER IV
DATA ANALYSIS
A sample of 133 students was used in this study. The students were tested over a period
of three weeks in the following order: Week 1: Nelson Denny Reading Comprehension Test
Form G (NDG), which was administered following the 20-minute time limit (MCT) that the test
designers had used for standardization; Week 2: Nelson Denny Reading Comprehension Test
Form E (NDE), which was administered un-timed (MCUT); and the Nelson Denny
Comprehension Test Form F (NDF), which utilized a constructed response format (CR) that
allowed students to write their answers in the spaces that would have had the multiple choices
listed; Week 3: Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT). The statistical analyses of the data and
their significance to the research questions are discussed in the following sections. Demographic
information as it relates to the study is also presented.

Research Question 1
Is there a statistically significant difference in mean scores on the timed multiple-choice (MCT)
test, the constructed-response (CR) test, and the un-timed multiple-choice (MCUT) test of the
Nelson-Denny Reading Comprehension Test of students who were classified as LOW GEFT
with field-dependent tendencies?
The paired samples test was applied to the data and indicated that there was a significant
difference in mean scores on the various tests. A statistically significant difference was found
between the MCT (x =17.0) and MCUT (x =23.9), (t = -10.49, df = 71, and p< .05). A
statistically significant difference was also found between the mean scores on the MCT (x =17.0)
and on the CR (x =20.0), (t = -3.99, df = 71, and p< .05). Moreover, a statistically significant
difference was found between the mean on the MCUT (x =24.0) and on the CR (x =20.0), (t = -
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5.842, df = 71, p< .05). Table 6 summarizes the differences for the 72 students classified as
field-dependent.
The paired samples test also indicated that in pair one (MCT and MCUT), the true mean
difference is included as -8.63 < mean < -5.87. In pair two (MCT and CR), the true mean
difference is included as -5.37 <mean <1.8. In pair three (CR and MCUT), the true mean
difference is included as -4.92 < mean < -2.42.

Table 6: Test Scores for LOW GEFT Students (N =72)
Mean

SD

t-test

P-value

Pair 1

Multiple-choice Timed
Multiple-choice Un-timed

17.0
24.0

6.508
3.946

-10.486

.001

Pair 2

Multiple-choice Timed
Constructed Response

17.0
20.0

6.508
5.918

-3.999

.001

Pair 3

Constructed Response
Multiple-choice Un-timed

20.0
24.0

5.918
3.946

-5.842

.001

df=71

Statistically significant differences existed among the mean scores of the field- dependent
students identified as LOW GEFT. The highest mean score was for the MCUT reading
comprehension test. The students’ mean score of 24.0 was significantly higher at p < .001 than
the mean score of 17.0 for the MCT test, and significantly higher at p < .001 than the mean score
of 20.0 for the CR format.
The standard deviation among the scores of the students on the MCUT (3.9) was also
smaller than the standard deviations among the scores for the MCT (6.5) and the CR (5.9). This
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indicated that there was less variability of the raw scores on the MCUT than on the MCT or the
CR.
When the three scores are viewed in percentile scores and grade equivalent scores, the
significance between the means was educationally dramatic. On the NDG percentile chart, the
mean score 17.0 (MCT) is placed at the 28th percentile (meaning that nationally, 72% of the
students who took the test scored higher) and has a grade-level equivalency of 8.8, which is a
middle-school reading level. The mean score of the CR format of the NDF was 20.0 and placed
at the 43rd percentile and has a grade equivalent of 11.5, which is a high school level. However,
the mean score 23.9 of the MCUT of the NDE is placed at the 63rd percentile and has a gradelevel equivalency 13.7, which is college level. (The grade-equivalent scores of the means of the
LOW, MID, and HIGH GEFT groups are shown in Table 9.) Appendix B shows the differences
in the grade-level equivalency for each raw score of students in the LOW GEFT group.

Research Question 2
Is there a statistically significant difference in mean scores on the timed multiple-choice (MCT)
test, the constructed-response (CR) test, and the un-timed multiple-choice (MCUT) test on the
Nelson-Denny reading comprehension test of students who were classified as MID GEFT with
mixed or mid-field dependent/independent tendencies?
The paired samples test was applied to the data and indicated that there was a significant
difference in mean scores between two groups of the three pairs: A statistically significant
difference was found between the MCT (x =21.0) and the MCUT (x =25.1), (t = -6.64, df = 49,
and p< .05). A statistically significant difference in the mean scores was also found between the
MCUT (x =25.1) and the CR (x =22.0), (t = -2.78, df = 49, p< .05). However, there was no
statistically significant difference in mean scores between the MCT (x =21.0) and the CR (x
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=22.0), (t = -1.53, df = 49, and p > .05). Table 7 presents the data for the 50 students who scored
6-14 on the GEFT and who were considered to have mixed or mid field-dependent/independent
tendencies.

Table 7: Test Scores for MID GEFT Students (N =50)
Pair 1

Multiple- choice Timed
Multiple- choice Un-timed

Mean
21.0
25.0

SD
5.432
3.475

t-test
-6.643

P-value
.001

Pair 2

Multiple-choice Timed
Constructed Response

21.0
22.0

5.432
6.626

-1.532

.132

Pair 3

Constructed Response
Multiple-choice Un-timed

22.0
25.0

6.626
3.475

-2.776

.008

df=49

As indicated by the paired samples t-test, a statistically significant mean difference
existed between two of the pairs of the scores of the MID GEFT students: the pair MCT (21.0)
and MCUT (25.0) and the pair CR (22.0) and MCUT (25.0). However, no statistically
significant mean difference was found between the MCT (21.0) and the CR (22.0).
The standard deviation among the scores of the students on the MCUT (3.5) was also
smaller than the standard deviations among the scores for the MCT (5.4) and the CR (6.6). This
indicated that, as with the LOW GEFT group of students, there was less variability of the raw
scores on the MCUT than on the MCT or the CR.
When the three mean scores for the MID GEFT group are viewed in percentile scores and
grade equivalent scores, the significance between the MCT and the MCUT is dramatic, as it was
for the LOW GEFT mean score for these two tests. On the NDG raw score conversion tables,
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the MCT mean of 21.0 is placed at the 40th percentile chart and has a grade-level equivalency of
10.9. The MCUT mean of 25.0 for the NDE is placed at the 68th percentile and has a grade-level
equivalency of 14.7. The CR mean of 22.0 for the NDF is placed at the 50th percentile and has a
grade-level equivalency of 12.5. Appendix B shows the differences in the grade-level
equivalency for each raw score of students in the MID GEFT group.

Research Question 3
Is there a statistically significant difference in the mean scores between the timed multiplechoice (MCT) test, the constructed-response (CR) test, and the un-timed multiple-choice
(MCUT) test on the Nelson Denny test of reading comprehension of students who were
classified as HIGH GEFT with field-independent tendencies?
The paired samples test was applied to the data and indicated that there is a statistically
significant difference in mean scores in one group of the three pairs. A statistically significant
mean difference was found between the MCT (x =23.0) and the MCUT (x =27.0), (t = -3.968, df
= 10, and p< .05). No statistically significant difference existed between the MCT (x = 23.0) and
the CR (x =24.0), (t = -0.992, df = 10, p > .05) or the MCUT (x =27.0) and the CR (x =24.0), (t =
-1.53, df = 10, and p > .05). Table 8 presents the data for the HIGH GEFT students who were
considered to have field-independent tendencies.
The standard deviation among the scores of the students on the MCUT (3.6) was also
smaller than the standard deviations among the scores for the MCT (4.2) and the CR (5.1). This
indicated that, as with the LOW GEFT and the MID GEFT groups of students, there was less
variability of the raw scores on the MCUT than on the MCT or the CR.
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Table 8: Test Scores for HIGH GEFT Students (N =11)
Pair 1

Multiple-choice Timed
Multiple-choice Un-timed

Mean
23.0
27.0

SD
4.156
3.643

t-test
-3.968

P-value
.003

Pair 2

Multiple-choice Timed
Constructed Response

23.0
24.0

4.156
5.081

-.992

.345

Pair 3

Constructed Response
Multiple-choice Un-timed

24.0
27.0

5.081
3.643

-1.445

.179

df=10

When the mean scores the MCT and MCUT for the HIGH GEFT group are viewed in
percentile scores and grade equivalent scores, the significance between the means is as dramatic
as it was for the LOW GEFT mean score for these two tests: On the NDG, the MCT mean score
of 23.0 is placed at the 44th percentile and has a grade-level equivalency of 11.8. The MCUT
mean of 27.0 for the NDE is placed at the 68th percentile and has a grade-level equivalency of
15.7. The CR mean of 24.0 is placed at the 56th percentile and has a grade-level equivalency of
13.7. Appendix B shows the differences in the grade-level equivalency for each raw score of
students in the HIGH GEFT group.

Research Question 4
Is there a statistically significant difference in the mean scores on the timed multiple-choice
(MCT) test, the constructed-response (CR) test, and the un-timed multiple-choice (MCUT) test
on the Nelson Denny test of reading comprehension of students categorized as field dependent,
mid- or mixed-field dependent/independent, or field independent?
Reviewing the means for the MCT showed that the LOW GEFT group of students had a
mean of 17.0, which converts to a grade-level equivalent of 8.8; the MID GEFT group of
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students had a mean of 21.0 with a grade-level of 10.9 while the HIGH GEFT group of students
had a mean of 23.0 with a grade-level of 11.8. Between the means of the LOW and MID GEFT
groups was a range of 4.0 points and 2.1-years difference in grade-level. Between the means of
the MID and HIGH GEFT groups was a range of 2.0 points and a 0.9-year difference in gradelevel. Between the LOW and HIGH GEFT groups was a range of 6.0 points and a 3.0-years
difference in grade-level. The grade-levels on the MCT were below college level for the three
groups of students and had the most dramatic differences in grade levels. Table 9 reports the
means and grade-equivalents for the raw scores of the three groups on the MCT, CR format, and
MCUT reading comprehensions tests.
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to examine the differences between the raw
score means on the reading comprehension tests administered as MCT, CR, and MCUT to
students categorized by the GEFT as LOW (field-dependent), MID (mid-field
dependent/independent), and HIGH (field independent). Table 10 reports the results of the
ANOVA. According to the ANOVA, significant difference was found between the means of
the raw scores on the MCT reading comprehension test (F = 8.833, p < .01). No significant
difference was found between the means of the raw scores of the CR format of the reading
comprehension test (F = 2.872, p > .05) or between the means of the raw scores of the MCUT
reading comprehension test (F = 2.986, p > .05).
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Table 9: Means and Grade-levels of LOW, MID, and HIGH GEFT Groups on the MCT, CR
Format, and MCUT Reading Comprehension Tests
Grade
Level
8.8

CR
20.0
72
5.918

Grade
Level
11.6

MCUT
24.0
72
3.946

Grade
Level
13.9

GEFT Score
LOW GEFT Mean
N
Std. D

MCT
17.0
72
6.508

MID GEFT

Mean
N
Std. D

21.0
50
5.432

10.9

22.0
50
6.626

12.5

25.0
50
3.475

14.5

HIGH GEFT Mean
N
Std. D

23.0
11
4.156

11.8

24.0
11
5.081

13.7

27.0
11
3.643

15.2

The ANOVA indicated that no significant difference in means existed for the CR format
of the reading comprehension test: The means for the CR format showed that the LOW GEFT
group of students had a mean of 20.0, which converted to a grade-level equivalent of 11.6; the
MID GEFT group of students had a mean of 22.0 with a grade-level of 12.5 while the HIGH
GEFT group of students had a mean of 24.0 with a grade-level of 13.7. Between the means of
the LOW and MID GEFT groups, the range was 2.0 points and a 0.9-years difference in gradelevel. Between the means of the MID and HIGH GEFT groups was a range of 2.0 points and a
1.2-years difference in grade-level. A range of 4.0 points and a 2.1-years difference in gradelevel existed between the LOW and HIGH groups. On the CR format, the LOW and MID groups
had means that equaled high school reading grade-levels while the HIGH GEFT group had a
mean that equaled a college reading level.
The ANOVA also indicated that no significant difference in means existed for the MCUT
of the reading comprehension test: The means for the MCUT were 24.0 for the LOW GEFT
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group, which converted to a grade-level equivalent of 13.9; 25.0 for the MID GEFT group with a
grade-level of 14.5; and 27.0 for the HIGH GEFT group with a grade-level of 15.2. Between the
means of the LOW and MID GEFT groups, the range was 1.0 points and a 0.6 years difference
in grade-level. Between the means of the MID and HIGH GEFT groups was a range of 2.0
points and a 0.7 years difference in grade-level. A range of 3.0 points and a 1.3 years difference
in grade-level existed between the means and the grade-levels of the LOW and HIGH groups.
On the MCUT, all of the groups had means that equaled college-reading levels.

Table 10: Analysis of Variance of Reading Comprehension Test Scores of Students Grouped by
the GEFT
Multiple-choice Timed

Between Groups
Within Groups

Sum of Squares
628.606
4625.785

df Mean Square
2
314.303
130
35.583

F
Sig.
8.833 .001

Constructed Response

Between Groups
Within Groups

216.344
4895.746

2
130

108.172
37.660

2.872 .060

Multiple-choice Un-timed

Between Groups
Within Groups

84.071
1830.185

2
130

42.035
14.078

2.986 .054

Demographic Data Analyses
The sample of the study consisted of African Americans (29.3%), Caucasians (52.6%),
Hispanics (15.8%), and Native Americans (2.3%). Table 11 summarizes the means of the scores
of the GEFT and the reading comprehension tests for each group based on ethnicity. Following
the table is a review of GEFT scores and the paired samples t-test of means for the reading
comprehension test scores for each ethnic group. This data is used to answer Research Questions
5, 6, and 7.
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Included in the demographic data analysis is also a review of the means of the scores
based upon gender, which is reviewed in Research Question 8.

Table 11: Means of GEFT, MCT, CR, and MCUT scores for African American, Caucasian,
Hispanic, and Native American students
Multiple Choice
Timed
18.00
39
6.00

Constructed
Response
20.00
39
6.00

Multiple Choice
Un-timed
24.00
39
4.00

7.00
70
5.00

19.00
70
7.00

21.00
70
6.00

25.00
70
4.00

Mean
N
Std. D

8.00
21
6.00

19.00
21
6.00

26.00
21
5.00

25.00
21
4.00

Native American

Mean
N
Std. D

5.00
3
2.00

17.00
3
8.00

17.00
3
12.00

22.00
3
9.00

Total

Mean
N
Std. D

6.00
133
5.00

19.00
133
6.00

21.00
133
6.00

25.00
133
4.00

Ethnicity
African American

GEFT
Mean 4.00
N
39
Std. D 3.00

Caucasian

Mean
N
Std. D

Hispanic

Research Question 5
Is there a statistically significant difference of mean scores among African American, Caucasian,
Hispanic, and Native American students on the timed multiple-choice (MCT) format; the
constructed-response (CR) format, and the un-timed multiple-choice (MCUT) format of the
Nelson Denny test of reading comprehension?
African Americans
Of the 133 subjects who participated in the study, 39 were African Americans. They had
a mean GEFT score of 4.00 (SD = 3.00; minimum/maximum scores = 0-14), with 29 (74%)
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classified as LOW GEFT, indicating field-dependent tendencies. Ten (26%) were classified as
MID GEFT and having mixed or mid field-dependent/ independent tendencies. None of the
African American students scored in the HIGH GEFT range of scores.
The mean of the Nelson Denny reading comprehension test Form G, administered as the
multiple-choice timed test (MCT), was 18.0, with a standard deviation of 6.0 and
minimum/maximum scores of 5-33 (range = 28). The mean for the constructed-response (CR)
format of the Nelson Denny reading comprehension test Form F was 20.0, with a standard
deviation of 6.0 and minimum/maximum scores of 4-30 (range = 26). The mean for the untimed multiple-choice (MCUT) of the Nelson Denny reading comprehension test Form E was
24.0, with a standard deviation of 3.5 and minimum/maximum scores of 14-30 (range = 16).
The paired samples test was applied to the data and indicated that there was a statistically
significant difference in mean scores between the groups of the three pairs of reading
comprehension test scores: A statistically significant difference was found between the mean
scores on the MCT (x =17.51) and the MCUT (x =24.0), (t = -7.375, df = 38, and p< .05). A
statistically significant difference was also found between the MCT (x =17.5) and the CR (x
=20.0), (t = -2.026, df = 38, and p< .05). Moreover, a statistically significant difference was
found between the MCUT (x =24.0) and the CR (x = 20.0), (t = -5.010, df = 38, p< .05). (See
Table 12).
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Table 12: Paired Samples Statistics for African American Students on the MCT, CR, and MCUT
(N=39)
Pair 1

Multiple-choice Timed
Multiple-choice Un-timed

Mean
18.0
24.0

SD
4.156
3.535

t-test
-7.375

P-value
.001

Pair 2

Multiple-choice Timed
Constructed Response

18.0
20.0

4.156
5.789

-2.026

.050

Pair 3

Constructed Response
Multiple-choice Un-timed

20.0
24.0

5.789
3.535

-5.010

.001

df=38

The means of the scores for the MCT, CR format, and MCUT are significantly different
for the African American Students. That difference is also seen in the percentile placement and
grade-level equivalencies that are assigned to the raw scores by the Nelson Denny Conversion
Charts (Brown et al., 1981, 1993): On the NDG percentile chart, the mean score 18.0 (MCT) is
placed at the 31st percentile and has a grade-level equivalency of 9.6. The mean score of the CR
format of the NDF was 20.0 and placed at the 43rd percentile and has a grade equivalent of 11.5.
However, the mean score 24.0 of the MCUT of the NDE is placed at the 67th percentile and has
a grade-level equivalency 14.2, which is college level.

Caucasians
Seventy of the 133 students in the sample were Caucasians. As a group, they had a mean
GEFT score of 7 (SD = 4.978; minimum/maximum scores = 0-18). Of these students, 46% (n
=32) scored in the LOW GEFT group; 44% (n =31) in the MID GEFT group; and 10% (n =7)
were in the HIGH GEFT group (7 of the 11 students in the HIGH GEFT group were
Caucasians).
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The mean of the MCT was 19.0, with a standard deviation of 6.5 and
minimum/maximum scores of 6-32 (range = 26). The mean for the CR format of the NDF was
21.0, with a standard deviation of 6.1 and minimum/maximum scores of 6-32 (range = 26). The
mean for the MCUT was 25.0, with a standard deviation of 3.8 and minimum/maximum scores
of 13-33 (range = 20).
The paired samples test was applied to the data and indicated that there was a statistically
significant difference in mean scores between the comprehension test scores: Statistically
significant difference was found between the MCT (x =19.0) and the MCUT (x =25.0), (t = 8.298, df = 69, and p< .05). A statistically significant difference in means was found between
the MCT (x =19.0) and the CR (x =21.0), (t = -2.255 df = 69, and p< .05). Furthermore, a
statistically significant difference of the means was found between the MCUT (x =25.0) and the
CR (x =21.0), (t = -4.595, df = 69, p< .05). Table 13 summarizes the paired samples test for the
Caucasian students.
The mean of all three reading comprehension test scores are significantly different.
These differences are also reflected in the percentile placement and grade-level equivalencies
that are assigned to the raw scores by the Nelson Denny Conversion Charts (Brown et al., 1981,
1993): On the NDG percentile chart, the MCT mean score of 19.0 is placed at the 34th percentile
and has a grade-level equivalency of 9.8. The NDF mean score for the CR format was 21.0 and
placed at the 48th percentile and has a grade equivalent of 12.0. However, the mean score 25.0
of the MCUT of the NDE is placed at the 72nd percentile and has a college-level equivalency of
14.7.
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Table 13: Paired Samples Statistics for Caucasian Students on the MCT, CR, and MCUT (N=70)
Pair 1

Multiple-choice Timed
Multiple-choice Un-timed

Mean
19.0
25.0

SD
6.492
3.806

t-test
-8.298

P-value
.001

Pair 2

Multiple-choice Timed
Constructed Response

19.0
21.0

6.492
6.069

-2.255

.027

Pair 3

Constructed Response
Multiple-choice Un-timed

21.0
25.0

6.069
3.535

-4.595

.001

df=69

Hispanics
Twenty-one of the students in the study were Hispanic. These students had a mean GEFT
score of 8.05 (SD = 5.826; minimum/maximum scores of 0-18). Of this group, 9 (42.9%) were
placed into the LOW GEFT category, indicating possible field-dependent tendencies; 8 (38.1%)
were MID GEFT, indicating possible mixed or mid field-dependent/independent tendencies; and
4 (19%) scored HIGH GEFT, indicating possible tendencies toward field-independence.
The mean for MCT of the NDG was 19.0, with a standard deviation of 5.9 and
minimum/maximum scores of 8-31 (range = 23). The mean for the CR of the NDF was 26.0,
with a standard deviation of 4.8 and minimum/maximum scores of 16-33 (range = 17). The
MCUT mean of the NDE was 25.0, with a standard deviation of 3.5 and minimum/maximum
scores of 20-32 (range =12).
The paired samples test was applied to the data and indicated that there was a
statistically significant difference in mean scores between reading comprehension test scores: A
statistically significant mean difference was found between the MCT (x =19.4) and the MCUT
(x =26.0), (t = -5.609, df = 20, and p< .05). A statistically significant difference in the mean
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scores was found between the MCT mean (x =19.0) and the CR mean (x =26.0), (t = -3.927, df
= 20, and p< .05). However, no statistically significant difference in mean scores was found
between the MCUT (x =26.0) and the CR (x = 26.0), (t = .440, df = 20, p> .05). Table 14
presents the paired samples test for the Hispanic students.

Table 14: Paired Samples Statistics for Hispanic Students on the MCT, CR, and MCUT (N =21)
Pair 1

Multiple-choice Timed
Multiple-choice Un-timed

Mean
19.0
25.0

SD
5.988
3.463

t-test
-5.609

P-value
.001

Pair 2

Multiple-choice Timed
Constructed Response

19.0
26.0

5.988
4.792

-3.927

.001

Pair 3

Constructed Response
Multiple-choice Un-timed

26.0
25.0

4.792
3.463

0.440

0.665

df=2038

The mean scores of two pairs of the reading comprehension test formats were
significantly different (Pair 1 (MCT (x =19) and MCUT (x =25) and Pair 2 (MCT (x =19) and
CR (x =26). These differences were also reflected in the percentile placement and grade-level
equivalencies assigned to the raw scores by the Nelson Denny Conversion Charts (Brown et al.,
1981, 1993): On the NDG percentile chart, the MCT mean score of 19.0 is placed at the 34th
percentile and has a grade-level equivalency of 9.8. The NDF mean for the CR format was 26.0
and placed at the 67th percentile with a college-level equivalency of 14.2.
The mean 25.0 of the MCUT of the NDE was placed at the 72nd percentile with a collegelevel equivalency of 14.7.
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Native Americans
The Native Americans were represented by three students. They had a mean GEFT score
of 5.0 (SD = 1.5; minimum/maximum scores = 4-7), with two classified as LOW GEFT and one
as MID GEFT with mid- or mixed-field tendencies.
The MCT mean of the NDG was 17.0, with a standard deviation of 8.1 and
minimum/maximum scores of 8-23 (range = 15). The mean for the CR format of the NDF was
17.0, with a standard deviation of 12.1 and minimum/maximum scores of 4-28 (range = 24). The
MCUT mean for the NDE was 22.0, with a standard deviation of 9.0 and minimum/maximum
scores of 13-31 (range = 18).
The paired samples test was applied to the data and indicated that there were no
statistically significant differences in the mean scores between the groups on the Nelson Denny
Reading Comprehension Test formats: No statistically significant difference in the mean scores
was between the MCT (x =17.0) and the MCUT (x =22.0), (t = -2.887, df = 2, and p> .05). No
statistically significant difference in the mean scores was found between the MCT (x =17.0) and
the CR (x =17.0), (t = -11.41, df = 2, and p> .05). Nor was there a statistically significant
difference in mean scores between the MCUT (x =22.0) and the CR (x =17.0), (t = -13.32, df =
2, p > .05). Table 15 shows the results of the paired samples test for the Native American
students.
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Table 15: Paired Samples Statistics for Native American Students on the MCT, CR, and MCUT
Pair 1

Multiple-choice Timed
Multiple-choice Un-timed

Mean
17.0
22.0

SD
8.145
9.018

t-test
-2.887

P-value
.102

Pair 2

Multiple-choice Timed
Constructed Response

17.0
17.0

8.145
12.124

-.122

.914

Pair 3

Constructed Response
Multiple-choice Un-timed

17.0
22.0

12.124
9.018

-2.874

.103

df=2

The means of the MCT, CR format, and MCUT were not significantly different. On the
NDG percentile chart, the mean of the MCT (x =17.0) is placed at the 28th percentile and has a
grade-level equivalency of 9.3. The mean of the CR format of the NDF was (x =17.0 and placed
at the 29th percentile with a grade equivalent of 10.0. However, the MCUT mean (x =22.0) of
the NDE is placed at the 56th percentile with a grade-level equivalency 12.5.

Research Question 6
Is there statistically significant difference of mean scores between African American, Caucasian,
Hispanic, and Native American students on the timed multiple-choice (MCT) format, the
constructed response (CR) format, and the un-timed multiple-choice (MCUT) of the Nelson
Denny Test of reading comprehension?
The test for Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to examine the differences
between the means of the raw scores on the reading comprehension tests administered as
multiple-choice timed, constructed response format, and multiple-choice un-timed of students
categorized by ethnicity. Table 16 lists the means of the raw scores of the tests for each ethnic
group.
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Table 16: Means of Reading Comprehension Test Scores by Ethnicity

Ethnic Group

Multiple Choice
Timed

Constructed
Response

Multiple Choice
Un-timed

African American

Mean

18.0

20.0

24.0

Caucasian

Mean

19.0

21.0

25.0

Hispanic

Mean

19.0

26.0

25.0

Native American

Mean

17.0

17.00

22.0

The ANOVA indicated that only one mean score had a statistically significant difference
between the ethnic groups: the Constructed Response format (F = 5.121, p <.01). The Hispanic
students had a statistically significant difference in the mean scores on the constructed response
format. The Hispanic students’ mean score of 26 was significantly higher than the mean scores
of the other ethnic groups. No other statistically significant differences in mean scores of the
ethnic groups were found. Table 17 summarizes the results of the ANOVA.

Table 17: Analysis of Variance of Reading Comprehension Test Scores of Students Grouped by
Ethnicity
Multiple-choice Timed

Between Groups
Within Groups

Sum of Squares
82.538
5171.853

Constructed Response

Between Groups
Within Groups

Multiple-choice Un-timed

Between Groups
Within Groups
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df Mean Square
3
27.513
129
35.583

F
.686

Sig.
.562

544.045
4568.045

3
129

181.348
35.411

5.121 .002

37.534
1876.722

3
129

12.511
14.548

.860

.464

Research Question 7
Is there a statistically significant difference in the means between the scores of African
American, Caucasian, Hispanic, and Native American students on the Group Embedded Figures
Test (GEFT), which was used to classify students as having field-dependent (LOW GEFT), midor mixed- field (MID GEFT), or field-independent (HIGH GEFT) tendencies?
An ANOVA indicated that a statistically significant difference in mean scores existed
between the groups (F = 1.812, df = 18, p < .05). African American students had significantly
lower GEFT means (4.0) than the Caucasians (7.0) (t = -3.137, df = 107, p < .01) and the
Hispanic students (8.0) (t = -3.461, df = 58, p < .01). Table 18 lists the mean scores by ethnicity;
Table 19 presents the results of the ANOVA.

Table 18: Means of GEFT Scores by Ethnicity (N =133)
GEFT Score
Std. Deviation
3.26

Ethnicity
African American

N
39

Mean
4.00

Caucasian

70

7.00

5.00

Hispanic

21

8.00

6.00

Native American

3

5.00

2.00

Table 19: Analysis of Variance of GEFT Scores by Ethnicity (N =133)
Sum of
Squares
15.779

df
18

Mean
Square
.877

Within
Groups

55.138

114

.484

Total

70.917

132

Between
Groups

97

F
1.812

Sig.
.032

No other statistically significant differences in means scores on the GEFT were found
between the ethnic groups. Within all of the ethnic groups, however, the majority of students had
GEFT scores that indicated tendencies toward field dependence. In fact, 75.0% of the sample
had scores below ten on the GEFT, indicating tendencies toward field-dependence. Chapter 5
provides a discussion of student GEFT scores and an analysis of the means of the scores on the
MCT, CR, and MCUT formats of the LOW GEFT, MID GEFT, and HIGH GEFT groups within
the ethnic groups.

Research Question 8
Is there a statistically significant difference in the means between the scores of men and women
on the following formats of a standardized test of reading comprehension: the timed multiplechoice (MCT) format; the constructed-response (CR) format, and the un-timed multiple-choice
(MCUT) format?
Of the 133 students who participated in the study, 89 were females (27 African
Americans; 48 Caucasians; 13 Hispanics; 1 Native American), and 44 were males (12 African
American; 22 Caucasians; 8 Hispanics; 2 Native Americans). The ages ranged from 17-56, with
the average age of 25 for the females and 22 for the males.
The average GEFT score for the females was 6.0. Forty-nine (55%) of the females
scored in the LOW GEFT group, 34 (38%) scored in the MID GEFT group, and 6 (7%) scored
into the HIGH GEFT group. For the males, the average GEFT score was 7.0, with 23 (52%)
placing in the LOW GEFT group, 16 (36%) placing in the MID GEFT group, and 5 (11%)
placing in the HIGH GEFT group.
The means for the reading comprehension scores for the females were 18.0 (MCT), 22.0
(CR), and 24.0 (MCUT). The males had means of 19.0 (MCT), 21.0 (CR), and 25.0 (MCUT).
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Table 20 summarizes the mean scores for the GEFT and reading comprehension test scores for
the females and males in the study. While the mean scores for the females on the MCT (x =18)
and the MCUT (x =24) were lower than the mean score of the males (MCT, x =19; MCUT, x =
25), they were not statistically significant. The mean score of the females on the CR (x =22) was
one point higher than the mean score of males’ CR (x =21); it was not statistically significant.

Table 20: Means of GEFT and Reading Comprehension Test Scores by Gender
Gender
Female

Multiple
Timed
18.00
89
6.00

Constructed
Response
22.00
89
6.00

Multiple
Un-timed
24.00
89
4.00

Mean
N
Std. D

GEFT
6.00
89
5.00

Male

Mean
N
Std. D

7.00
44
5.00

19.00
44
7.00

21.00
44
7.00

25.00
44
4.00

Total

Mean
N
Std. D

6.00
133
5.00

19.00
133
6.00

21.00
133
6.00

25.00
133
4.00

An ANOVA was applied to the data to determine if there was a significant mean difference of
the scores on the reading comprehension tests. That analysis, summarized in Table 21, indicated
that there were no significant differences in mean scores between females and males.
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Table 21: Analysis of variance of reading comprehension test scores of students grouped by
Gender
Sum of Squares df Mean Square
22.169
1
22.169
5232.222
131
39.941
5254.391
132

F
.555

Sig.
.458

Multiple Choice Timed

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Constructed Response

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

49.607
5062.483
5112.090

1
131
132

49.607
38.645

1.284 .259

Multiple-choice Un-timed

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

8.908
1905.347
1914.256

1
131
132

8.908
14.545

.612

.435

Summary
This chapter presented the data as it was gathered and analyzed for the intent of
investigating the significant mean difference in scores on reading comprehension tests taken by
students categorized by their GEFT scores as having tendencies of field dependence/
independence tendencies. National percentile placement and grade-level equivalencies reflected
by the means were also reviewed to illustrate the educational impact that scores have on
placement. Significant mean differences were found between all of the scores of the students
who were categorized as LOW GEFT (field dependent) and the largest group of the sample.
Scores were also analyzed using ethnicity and gender as independent variables. An
ANOVA revealed that the CR format had significant mean difference between the ethnic groups,
with the Hispanic students having the highest mean. No significant mean difference, however,
was found between ethnic groups on the MCT or MCUT. When the scores were analyzed by
gender, no significant mean difference was found.
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When the means of the GEFT scores were analyzed between the students of the different
ethnic groups who participated in the study, significant difference in the means was indicated.
With a mean score of 4 on the GEFT, the African American students had a statistically
significant difference from the mean scores of the Caucasian students (x =7) and the Hispanic
students (x =8). However, the scores of all four ethnic groups were toward field dependence
instead of field independence.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction
The purpose of the study was to examine the mean differences of developmental
students’ test scores on three forms of a standardized reading comprehension test. The three
forms of the test were administered as a timed multiple-choice test (MCT), a constructed
response test (CR), and an un-timed multiple-choice test (MCUT). Scores on the Group
Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) were used to classify the students who participated in the study
as having either field dependent (LOW GEFT = 0-5), mid-field (MID GEFT = 6-14), or field
independent (HIGH GEFT = 15-18) tendencies.
As presented in Chapter IV, the paired samples test was used to analyze the raw scores
of these groups of students in order to examine the possibility that the means of the MCT, CR,
and the MCUT were different among the students categorized as LOW, MID, or HIGH GEFT.
The significant mean differences between the raw scores of the LOW, MID, and HIGH GEFT
groups on the MCT, CR, and MCUT formats were also analyzed. Furthermore, the significant
mean differences in raw scores among and between students who were African American,
Caucasian, Hispanic and Native American were reviewed. The following is a discussion of the
research questions and recommendations for changes in testing based on the results of the data
analysis.

Research Question 1
Is there a statistically significant difference in mean scores on the timed multiple-choice (MCT)
test, the constructed-response (CR) test, and the un-timed multiple-choice (MCUT) test of the
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Nelson-Denny Reading Comprehension Test of students who were classified by the Group
Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) as LOW GEFT with field-dependent tendencies?
Of the 133 students who participated in the study, 72 scored between 0-5 on the
GEFT and were considered to have field-dependent tendencies. The means for their reading
comprehension test scores were 16.7 for the timed multiple-choice test (MCT), 20.3 for the
constructed response test (CR), and 24.0 for the un-timed multiple-choice test (MCUT). For
these students who were classified as field-dependent, a significant mean difference was found
among the MCT, CR, and MCUT formats. This indicates that the test format did impact the
performance of these students.
The lowest mean for these students categorized as field dependent was on the MCT.
Tinajaro and Paramo (1998) found that field-dependent individuals did not score as well as field
independents on multiple-choice tests across five disciplines. A review of the literature indicated
that field dependents have common characteristics that could contribute to their performance on
timed multiple-choice tests:
•

Field dependents do not perform well in anxiety provoking situations (Hadfield &
Madux, 1997; Stuart & Bonzaart, 1970).

•

Field dependents have difficulty disembedding parts from the whole or separating
information (Messick, 1978; Riding, 1997; Witkin et al., 1977a).

•

Field dependents have difficulty sorting relevant from irrelevant information (Bahar &
Hansell, 2000).

•

Field dependents have difficulty assessing the differences between multiple choices and
often return to the text for validation of an answer (Richardson & Turner, 2000).

•

Field dependents have a slower response time than field independents (Davey, 1983).
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•

Field dependents have a lower memory capacity than field independents (Bahar &
Hansell, 2000).
When one is placed in a timed-test situation that will determine his or her academic

achievement rating or placement, anxiety is a naturally occurring emotion (Van Voorhees, 1974).
Field-dependent individuals have the tendency to be more anxious than field-independent
individuals (Hadfield & Madux, 1997), and this may be a factor in their lower test scores. In her
study on reading rate and comprehension, Van Voorhees (1974) found that students who were
rated as “high anxious” had lower reading comprehension timed test scores than students rated as
“low anxious.”
Another characteristic of field dependence is difficulty disembedding parts from the
whole or separating information (Witkin et al., 1977a; Riding, 1997; Messick, 1978). When
students select a correct answer from among distractors, they are being asked to disembed parts
of information from the whole.
Field dependent individuals also have difficulty sorting the relevant from the irrelevant.
When faced with making a choice on a multiple-choice test, field dependents have more
difficulty separating the relevant information presented in the choices from what is irrelevant in
the context of the question. According to Kiewra and Frank (1986), field dependents are more
successful in information processing tasks when they can use outlines and graphic organizers to
learn the material. On standardized tests, students read passages in which the targeted
information is embedded within irrelevant text, and they are asked to process the information
without the aid of any of these supporting strategies. Furthermore, Richardson and Turner
(2000) noted that the encoding processes of field-dependent students often require them to search
the text for validation of the selected answer. This activity often slows the speed of processing
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and may result in lower scores on timed multiple-choice tests because these students do not
complete the test.
In brain hemispheric research, Tinajero et al. (1993) reported that field-dependent
learners tend to do better on tasks that the right hemisphere is believed to control. This also
includes lacking a sense of time orientation (Tinajero et al., 1993). After the MCT for this study
was administered, instructors reported that in each class several students who were identified as
field dependent voiced disbelief that the twenty minutes had passed. This behavior reflected a
lack of time orientation.
The role of memory in information processing must also be considered when analyzing
the performance of field dependents on timed multiple-choice tests. Johnston (1984) recalled
that answering a multiple-choice question requires more than just selecting the correct answer:
One must understand the stem (question), hold the stem in memory, sort through the distractors
to separate the relevant from the irrelevant, and then apply an appropriate strategy to determine
the answer designated as correct. This may require that the student revert back to the text to sort
through what was read. Field dependents have been shown to have difficulty when trying to
restructure information that has not been broken down and organized into the specific
information that is needed for retaining the concepts presented in the text. When answering
multiple-choice questions in timed situations, the field-dependent individual may have difficulty
selecting and storing in short-term memory the information necessary to answer the question.
The mean for the scores on the CR format of the reading comprehension test for LOW
GEFT students was 20.3, which has a high school grade-level equivalency of 11.5. While the
mean for the CR format is significantly higher than the MCT, this researcher thought that the
score would have been higher because the students would not be forced to separate the
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distractors that were on the MCT. However, the most interesting aspect of the CR format was
the number of questions not answered. Students did not finish the test even though they were
given two hours to do so. A review of the literature indicated that certain characteristics shared
by field dependents could have contributed to the number of unanswered questions.
•

Field-dependents generally accept a passive or spectator approach to learning and may
need supervision to ensure that they stay on task (Walters & Sieban, 1974; Kiewra &
Frank, 1986; Rickards et al., 1997).

•

Field-dependents are more likely to be engaged in the learning process if it involves
group interactions and validation for their participation in the task at hand (Brookfield,
1986; Davis & Frank, 1979; Raynor & Riding, 1997).

•

Field dependents have difficulty restructuring ideas from text and tend to summarize less
accurately than field independents (Fehrenbach, 1994).
When faced with the task of completing 36 short answer questions, the field dependent

students may not have had the motivation to complete the task. Since this activity was
completed as an individual exercise, these students did not receive the support of the group or
professor for encouragement to stay on task and complete the 36 short answers of the test.
Many of the answers also indicated that the students did have difficulty sorting the
relevant from the irrelevant information to answer the questions. Writing the short answer is also
related to summarizing, which is more difficult for field dependents to perform than field
independents.
The highest mean score for the LOW GEFT students was 24.0, which was the mean of
MCUT. This could be attributed to the removal of the time constraint that often causes anxiety
in learners considered to be field dependent (Stuart & Bonzart, 1970; Goodenough, 1976;
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Hadfield & Maddux, 1988). Given time, these field dependent students answered more
questions correctly than they did on the MCT or the CR format. It is possible that lowering the
anxiety factor by eliminating time limits allowed students the opportunity to validate their
answers within the text. Perhaps time has been overlooked as an important factor in the testing
conditions for these students. On the MCUT, the field dependent students had a grade equivalent
of 13.7, but on the timed multiple-choice test the grade equivalent was 8.8. While the
standardized time for the Nelson Denny Reading Comprehension test is 20 minutes, none of the
students required more than fifty minutes to complete the MCUT.

Research Question 2
Is there a statistically significant difference in mean scores on the timed multiple-choice (MCT)
test, the constructed-response (CR) test, and the un-timed multiple-choice (MCUT) test of the
Nelson-Denny Reading Comprehension Test of students who are classified by the GEFT as MID
GEFT with mixed or mid-field dependent/ independent tendencies?
Fifty students were categorized as having mid- or mixed-field tendencies. The means of
their tests showed that they scored between the LOW GEFT and HIGH GEFT groups. For these
students, their lowest mean was for the MCT (as it was for all of the groups); however, no
significant mean difference existed between their MCT (21.0) and CR (22.2) scores. As with the
LOW GEFT and HIGH GEFT groups, the MID GEFT students also had their highest scores on
the MCUT, which had a significant mean difference between the MCT and the CR formats.
For these MID GEFT students, the means of the scores indicated that it would not
necessarily be more beneficial for these students to take the CR format of the standardized
reading test instead of the MCT. When considering the time required to train the raters, to
determine the acceptable and non-acceptable answers and to read each student’s paper twice in
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order to determine the score for the CR format, the MCT would be easier to administer and
grade. However, since the mean for the MCUT was significantly higher than both the MCT and
CR, taking standardized reading tests un-timed should be more advantageous for these mid-field
students and would be more likely not to underestimate the level of their reading comprehension
skills.

Research Question 3
Is there a statistically significant difference in the mean scores on the timed multiple-choice
(MCT) test, the constructed-response (CR) test, and the un-timed multiple-choice (MCUT) test
of the Nelson Denny Reading Comprehension Test of students who are classified by the GEFT
as HIGH GEFT with field-independent tendencies?
Of the 133 students who participated in the study, 11 scored between 15-18 on the
GEFT and were considered to have field-independent tendencies. The means for their reading
comprehension test scores were 22.5 for the MCT, 24.3 for the CR, and 27.0 for the MCUT, and
this group had the highest reading test score averages of any of the GEFT groups. As with the
LOW and MID GEFT groups, the HIGH GEFT group’s MCUT was also the highest mean score
with a grade equivalency of 15.7. Among these students, however, there was significant mean
difference only between one group of the three pairs: the MCT/MCUT formats. For these
students, no significant mean difference was found between the MCT/CR formats or the
CR/MCUT formats.
Information processing characteristics of field independents could account for these test
scores:
•

Field independents are analytical and can break information into its discrete parts (Riding
et al., 1997; Richardson & Turner, 2000).
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•

Field independents are not as affected by anxiety producing situations as field dependents
(Hadfield & Madux, 1997; Stuart & Bonzaart, 1970).

•

Field independents can separate the relevant from the irrelevant (Bahar & Hansell, 2000).

•

Field independents can encode information more accurately and quickly than field
dependents (Davey, 1983; Richardson & Turner, 2000).

•

Field independents have a higher working memory than field dependents (Bahar &
Hansell, 2000).

•

Field independents are less distractable from a task (Vernon, 1975).

These characteristics may have been instrumental in allowing this group of field-independent
students to perform well on each of the test formats. While their MCT was only 22.5 with a
grade equivalency of 11.8, these HIGH GEFT students had a significantly higher mean for this
test format than did the LOW GEFT students, with a mean of 16.7 and a grade equivalency of
8.8. On the CR format, the field independents answered an average of 24.3 correctly, which
placed them at a college-level grade equivalency. They were able to stick to the task and
complete more of the test questions. On the MCUT, the field independents also scored at the
college level.

Research Question 4
Is there a statistically significant difference in mean scores on the timed multiple-choice (MCT)
test, the constructed-response (CR) test, and the un-timed multiple-choice (MCUT) test of the
Nelson Denny Reading Comprehension Test of students who are categorized as field-dependent,
mid- or mixed-field dependent/independent, or field-independent?
The ANOVA indicated that significant mean difference existed only between the MCT
scores of the LOW, MID, and HIGH GEFT groups of students. The averages for the LOW
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GEFT students on all test formats were lower than the other two groups. On the MCT, 4.0 points
separated the means of LOW GEFT and MID GEFT groups; 2.0 points were between the MID
GEFT and HIGH GEFT groups; and 6.0 points existed between the means of the LOW and
HIGH GEFT groups. When the grade equivalencies for the MCT are attached to the mean of the
raw score, then the differences seem even more dramatic: The grade-level for the LOW GEFT
students was 8.8 while the MID and HIGH GEFT students had 10.9 and 11.8, contrasting a
middle school grade level with a high school grade level.
The students in all three groups had higher averages for the CR test format than for the
MCT, and the differences between the scores for the CR format were smaller: Only a two point
difference was found between the LOW and MID GEFT, and only two points separated the MID
GEFT and HIGH GEFT groups. Four points existed between the LOW and HIGH GEFT
groups. Both the LOW and MID GEFT groups had high school grade-levels while the HIGH
GEFT group had a college level equivalency.
The ANOVA showed that there was no significant mean difference between the MCUT
test results. What is equally interesting is that even the standard deviation between the groups on
this test was almost equal: On the MCUT, the LOW GEFT group had a mean of 24.0 and
standard deviation of 4.0; the MID GEFT group, 25.1 and 4.0; and the HIGH GEFT group, 27.0
and 4.0. These scores are a strong indication that when field-dependent students are allowed to
work at their own pace without the pressure of time restraints, the difference in the performance
on a standardized reading comprehension test is not significant between those who are field
dependent, mid-field dependent/ independent, or field independent.
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Research Question 5
Is there a statistically significant difference of mean scores among the African American,
Caucasian, Hispanic, and Native American students on the timed multiple-choice (MCT) format;
the constructed-response (CR) format, and the un-timed multiple-choice (MCUT) format of the
Nelson Denny Reading Comprehension Test?
The paired samples t-test for the African American students showed that for these
students significant mean difference existed between the MCT, CR, and MCUT formats of the
standardized reading comprehension tests. According to this data analysis, the highest mean for
African American students was the MCUT. The indication for these students is that test format
does make a difference in performance. Their performance could be a reflection of cognitive
style, however, since 79% of these students were placed in the LOW GEFT group, which may
indicate that the students have field dependent tendencies that could negatively influence their
performance on the MCT and the CR format of the reading comprehension tests. The
independent t-test indicated that there was no significant mean difference between the LOW
GEFT and MID GEFT groups. Of the ten students in the MID GEFT group, however, only two
had GEFT scores above ten, which could be an indication that the majority of the MID GEFT
group had tendencies toward field dependence.
The data analysis for the Caucasian students showed that significant mean difference
existed between all three pairs of their reading comprehension test scores. These students also
had their highest scores on the MCUT. With the GEFT used as the grouping variable, the
independent t-test indicated that the significant mean difference was found for the MCT between
the LOW GEFT (17.0) and MID GEFT (20.0) groups (t = -2.257, df = 61, p > .05) and LOW
GEFT and the HIGH GEFT (24.0) groups (t = 2.528, df = 37, p > 05). The independent t-test
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found no significant mean difference between any of the reading comprehension test formats
between the MID GEFT and the HIGH GEFT groups.
For the Hispanic students, the paired samples test presented that significant mean
difference occurred between the pair MCT/MCUT and the pair MCT/CR. The Hispanic students
did not have a significant mean difference between the pair CR/MCUT
Their mean for the GEFT was 8.0, the highest of the GEFT means of any of the ethnic
groups. When the GEFT was used as the grouping variable, the independent t-test showed that
no significant mean difference was found between the MCT of the LOW GEFT (17.0), MID
GEFT (20.0), and the HIGH GEFT (20.3) groups. Similar results were found between the CR
format of the LOW GEFT (24.0), the MID GEFT (26.0), and the HIGH GEFT (27.0), indicating
no significant mean difference. The MCUT for the Hispanic students had no significant mean
difference for the LOW GEFT (23.0) and the MID GEFT (26.0), but between the LOW GEFT
(23.0) and the HIGH GEFT (28.0), significant mean difference existed. This was the only ethnic
group that had significant mean difference between the LOW GEFT and HIGH GEFT groups on
the MCUT.
Since only three Native American students participated in the study, no analysis can be made.
However, two of the students were LOW GEFT with GEFT scores of four and five. The MID
GEFT student had a GEFT score of seven. The mean of the MCT for the two LOW GEFT
students was 15.0; the CR, 12.0; the MCUT, 18.0. The MCUT was also their highest score.
Again, as with other ethnic groups who were in the LOW GEFT group, the Native American
LOW GEFT students did not complete the CR format.
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The Native American MID GEFT student had higher scores on all three of the tests (MCT,
23.0; CR, 28.0; MCUT, 31) than the two Native American r LOW GEFT students. Again, the
sample is too small to consider as representative of Native Americans.
An analysis of the mean of the scores of the ethnic groups on the different question formats
of the reading comprehension test indicated that the highest mean for all of the groups was on
the MCUT.

Research Question 6
Is there a statistically significant difference in the mean scores between the scores of African
American, Caucasian, Hispanic, and Native American students on the timed multiple-choice
(MCT) format; the constructed-response (CR) format, and the un-timed multiple-choice (MCUT)
format on The Nelson Denny Comprehension Reading Test?
The ANOVA revealed that there were no significant mean differences for the MCT and
the MCUT between the groups of students when ethnicity was the controlling variable.
However, a significant mean difference was found between the ethnic groups on the CR format,
with the Hispanic students scoring significantly higher (26.0) than the African Americans (20.0),
Caucasians (21.0), and Native Americans (17.0). In fact, the means of the Hispanic students
were higher on all of the tests than any of the other groups. This is contrary to the review of the
literature that suggests that Hispanic students are among the lowest scoring students on
standardized tests (Condition of Education, 1996; Schmidt, 2000).
When the scores between African Americans and Caucasians were compared, there was
no significant mean difference between the scores. In fact, the means for the two groups on the
MCUT were almost equal: African American, 24.03, and Caucasians, 24.84, with only .81 of a
point of separation in their means.
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Research Question 7
Is there a statistically significant difference between mean scores on the Nelson Denny Reading
Comprehension Test by ethnicity and field-independence/dependence.
According to the ANOVA, a significant mean difference for the GEFT scores existed
between the groups. The independent t-test showed that
•

African American students had significantly lower GEFT means (4.0) than the
Caucasians (7.0) and the Hispanic students (8.0);

•

No other significant mean differences between the ethnic groups were found.
Of the 133 students in the sample, 39 (29%) were African Americans, of whom 29 (74%

of the African American students) were part of the LOW GEFT group, and 10 (26% of the
African American students) were in the MID GEFT group. None of the African Americans were
in the HIGH GEFT Group. The average GEFT score for them was 4.0, ranging from 0-14;
however, eight of the students who scored in the MID GEFT group had scores that were less than
ten, indicating tendencies toward field dependence rather than field independence. While Frisby
(1993) argued strongly against the concept of a black cultural learning style, the data analysis for
this sample supports the studies of Cohen (1969), Hale-Benson (1986), and Hilliard (1976) that
found African Americans to be more “relational” (field-dependent) than “analytical” (fieldindependent).
Seventy (52%) students in the sample were Caucasians, and 32 (45%) of them were
categorized as LOW GEFT; 31 (44%), MID GEFT, and 7 (10%), HIGH GEFT. The mean of the
GEFT for these students was 7.0, with almost an even split of students in the LOW GEFT and
MID GEFT groups.
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The 21 Hispanic students comprised 15.8% of the sample, with 9 (43%) placing in the
LOW GEFT group; 16 (38%), MID GEFT; and 4 (19%), HIGH GEFT. However, even though
the sample was small, of the eleven students who were categorized as HIGH GEFT, four were
Hispanic. Furthermore, of the eight Hispanic students who placed in the MID GEFT group, five
had scores between 10-13, indicating tendencies toward field independence. This supports the
findings of a study of Hispanic students and learning styles by Griggs and Dunn (1995), which
indicated that while many of the Hispanic students were field dependent, others were field
independent.
Only three Native American students were part of the sample. Two of the students were
in the LOW GEFT and had scores of four and five; the other Native American student in the
MID GEFT group had a score of seven. Their mean for the GEFT was 5.0.
Even though there were significant differences within the ethnic groups, the tendency for
the majority of them was toward field-dependence. Considering that the sample was derived
from the developmental reading classes, this is reflective of the literature review that indicated
that field-dependent individuals are more likely to be among the lower scoring students on
placement tests (Tinajero and Paramo, 1998). Furthermore, the GEFT scores are similar between
these developmental students, and that could be because cognitive style is a possible common
denominator that brought them to the development
For the students in this sample, the results of the data analyses for the MCT indicated that
cognitive style did impact test scores across ethnicity. When analyzed by ethnicity, the means of
the students’ MCT scores were different: The African Americans had a mean of 18.0;
Caucasians, 19.0; Hispanics, 19.0; Native Americans, 17.0. However, when the scores of the
LOW GEFT students are analyzed based on their ethnic groups, they become identical: The
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mean for the MCT of the LOW GEFT African Americans was 16.69; LOW GEFT Caucasians,
16.81; and LOW GEFT Hispanics, 16.78. Rounded to the highest number, 17.0, these scores are
the same.
As Frisby (1993) noted, researchers must remember that similar attitudes and values can
be found across cultures and ethnic groups: “The point is that modern anthropologists
acknowledge that diversity within cultures is so massive that it is literally impossible to capture
within-culture diversity in between-culture comparisons” (p. 538). This seems to mean that
cognitive style does transcend ethnicity and is an individual characteristic that should be
examined with disregard to cultural context.

Research Question 8
Is there a statistically significant difference in the mean scores of men and women on the
following formats of the Nelson Denny Reading Comprehension Test: the timed multiple-choice
(MCT) format; the constructed-response (CR) format, and the un-timed multiple-choice (MCUT)
format?
The means for the reading comprehension scores for the females were 18.0 (MCT), 22.0
(CR), and 24.0 (MCUT). The males had means of 19.0 (MCT), 21.0 (CR), and 25.0 (MCUT).
An ANOVA was applied to the data to determine if there was a significant mean difference of
the scores on the reading comprehension tests. That analysis indicated that there were no
significant mean differences between the scores of the men and women on all of the formats of
the reading tests.
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Summary
An examination of the scores among the students classified as field dependent, mid-field,
and field independent indicated that the format of the test questions had a profound effect on the
performance of the LOW GEFT (field-dependent) students, more so than their ethnicity or
gender. The LOW GEFT students had different means on all three of the tests. However, they
had a significantly higher mean on the un-timed multiple-choice test. Allowing these students to
take multiple-choice tests un-timed provides a more accurate estimation of their reading
comprehension skills. Administering the multiple-choice test un-timed also decreases
differences in test performance between students who have a global or field dependent
information processing style and students who have an analytical or field-independent processing
style, which is favored by an educational system that holds them in higher esteem.

Implications of the Study
Reports of the continued and growing emphasis on the use of timed standardized tests
across the nation as part of the “No Child Left Behind” initiatives cause concern about the
futures of students who will be burdened by their inability to perform well on such tests. This
researcher wonders why more school administrators do not remember the words written by
Samuel Messick (1969) decades ago. He wrote that “. . . the average person does not exist,” and
that those who make generalities about individuals “fail to consider the multiplicity of human
differences and their interactions with environmental circumstances” (p. 1). He also noted that
the “interactions between treatment variables and personal or environmental factors are probable
and should be systematically appraised in evaluating treatment effects” (p. 4). His thoughts
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summarize what is NOT reflected in the current assessment methods, which attempt to provide
the same type of assessment process for all students under the guise of “fairness.”
The “one-test concept” does not work because those personal factors are ignored in the
process. For example, in the February 2003 issue of Educational Leadership, an article by
Amerein and Berliner (2003) illustrated the derogatory effects that the federal assessment
program “No Child Left Behind” is beginning to have on the students in America’s schools.
Contrary to the beliefs of those political leaders who envisioned this testing program as a method
for ensuring student success through assessment, students have not been motivated to learn or
stay in school. Their review of student dropout rates by states that have mandated the use of
high-stakes testing for grade promotion/retention and high school graduation reveals that the
impact has been negative, not positive. One indication of this is the increase in the number of
younger students who are taking the GED instead of staying in school. In fact, North Carolina
had a 73% increase in the number of students taking the GED; in Georgia, the number of
students taking the GED has doubled since 1990 (Amrein & Berliner, 2003). Approximately
13,000 students in Florida were not allowed to graduate from high school in 2003 because of
their failure to reach a satisfactory score on the state mandated test (Florida Department of
Education, 2003). It also appears that minority students and those from low socioeconomic
backgrounds are among those most likely to be retained or denied graduation.
Other articles in the same issue of Educational Leadership, however, praised the concept
of the test as offering great possibilities for helping to “ensure the academic health of all
students” (Gandal & McGiffert, 2003, p. 39). Also, the journal had ads from several publishers
for materials to increase student knowledge and performance on standardized tests. In their
attempts to increase performance of students on these tests, many school administrators will
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purchase these programs, and many students will learn some things from them. However, the
data from this small sample of students imply that students who are field dependent may not be
able to express what they have learned if they are forced to do so on an anxiety-provoking, timed
multiple-choice test. It appears the failure to accommodate cognitive style in the assessment
process may be at the very root of the failure of so many students to express what they know.
This researcher has often heard the phrase, “Time is the great equalizer.” That concept
becomes even more apparent when the test scores between the field-dependent, mid-field, and
field-independent students are examined: In this study, there was no significant mean difference
on the un-timed multiple-choice reading comprehension scores between the field dependent,
mid-field, or field-independent students.. There was no significant mean difference between the
un-timed multiple-choice scores between the ethnic groups or between the men and women.
When the students in the sample of this project were informed of their results, the change
in their attitudes about themselves was exhilarating for their instructors. Instead of dejected
students, instructors reported that many students thanked them for providing praise instead of
criticism of their reading skills. Moreover, this group of students had a success/retention rate of
87% while the retention rate for students who did not participate in the study was 72%.
After reading the works of Paulo Freire and reviewing the literature on cognitive style
and its educational implications, this researcher believes that if issues of inequity in education
are going to be resolved, then the role of cognitive style in student learning and assessment
should be recognized. When this researcher reviewed the numerous studies that indicated the
negative educational experiences of those whose relational (field dependent) cognitive style is at
odds with the analytical (field independent) structure of schools and the standardized evaluation
process, it brought to my mind the condemnation in the epigraph that Stephen Jay Gould (1981)
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used on the title page of his book The Mismeasure of Man. He selected from Charles Darwin’s
19th century text Voyage of the Beagle the following quote, which is used to conclude this study
on cognitive processing style and assessment: “If the misery of our poor be caused not by the
laws of nature, but by our institutions, great is our sin” (p.5). Indeed. Indeed.

Recommendations for Improving Educational Experiences of Field-Dependent Students
Since this sample was comprised solely of developmental students, the percentage of the
students who scored in the LOW GEFT group supports the research that field-dependent
students do not test as well as field-independent students. Even though the sample for the
research project was community college students in developmental reading classes, the
following five suggestions come from the review of the literature as well as the results of the
study and will focus on both the pre-college and college levels:
1.

Multiple-choice tests should be administered un-timed to accommodate students who are
considered to have field-dependent characteristics. In response to the difference between
the MCT and the MCUT formats, this researcher reviewed fourteen studies that tested
students from fifth grade through college on reading rate and comprehension. All of the
studies indicated that the students had higher scores when the test was un-timed (even if
no extra time was used). A study by Runyan (1991) indicated that when college students
classified as learning disabled were given extra time on a reading comprehension test,
they had scores that were not significantly different from regular college students.

2.

Professional development for elementary, secondary, and post-secondary instructors
should include training in the identification and characteristics of individual cognitive
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styles and instructional strategies that will also meet the educational needs of those whose
cognitive style is more global than analytic.
3.

As early as first grade, students’ cognitive style tendencies should be examined, and
instruction that accommodates that style should be provided. This includes beginning
with the learning to read process in the early grades and continuing through the higher
grades by providing older students with learning aids such as outlines and graphic
organizers to assist them in the acquisition of knowledge. Please note that the literature
related that students be provided these materials. If students are asked to create the
outlines themselves, they will probably need to be guided and instructed as to what
information needs to be included.

4.

At all grade levels (including the college-level), students who score below their gradelevel on un-timed reading tests should be administered an Informal Reading Inventory to
determine their skill levels and the type of instruction necessary to improve their reading
skills.

5.

As retention continues to be an issue for the community colleges, counselors and
instructors need to ensure that students are aware of their cognitive style and help them
realize that they may need to use outlines and/or graphic organizers to be successful in
their courses and pass multiple-choice examinations.

Recommendations for Further Research
The results of this research imply that cognitive style may affect performance of
community college developmental students on timed multiple-choice reading tests. The
following are recommendations for further research on cognitive style and assessment:
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1.

The study should be repeated at the same and other community colleges that provide
developmental reading to determine if similar results exist in performance on
standardized tests using the un-timed multiple-choice format.

2.

An analysis of types of reading comprehension questions that students do not answer
correctly on un-timed multiple-choice version of the test might provide more insight into
the areas of needed skill development than the timed multiple- choice test. When fielddependent students take timed tests, they may not have the opportunity to answer some of
the questions that could allow the professor to know what areas of comprehension need to
be developed. Also, the anxiety that many of these students experience may cause them
to be unable to think through the question and answer it correctly. However, without the
constraint of time in testing situations, the students will have the opportunity to consider
their answers, thus providing a more accurate profile of what the students know and do
not know.

3.

Several articles reviewed by this researcher focused on the development of multiplechoice tests limited to three-choices instead of four or five. (Andres & del Castillo, 1990;
Bruno & Dirkzwagger, 1995; Sidick, Barrett, & Doverspike, 1994). A study to examine
the impact of the three-choice question on the reading comprehension tests given timed
and un-timed would be an interesting project. The use of the three-choice test might also
be less taxing on the memory load of field-dependent students and lead to an increase the
number of correctly answered questions by these students.

4.

Only developmental students participated in this study. A sample drawn from the
community college’s non-developmental students might provide insight about the
cognitive style that is most dominant among community college students. This could
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impact student success as instructors are informed about their students’ cognitive styles
and then consider offering instructional techniques that will accommodate those styles.
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APPENDIX A
SUMMARY OF DATA
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Collected Data

Student ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Gender
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
m
m
m
m
m
m
m

Age
21
18
46
30
28
26
25
20
32
20
43
34
21
38
20
22
19
20
19
20
19
20
19
19
25
23
22
23
19
22
24
18
20
19

Ethnicity
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa

GEFT
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
8
8
9
12
14
1
2
3
3
3
3
4

aa = African American
c = Caucasian
h = Hispanic
na = Native American
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MultipleChoice
Timed
13
5
19
33
12
16
19
12
12
18
16
26
17
14
18
20
19
17
12
17
25
26
15
10
21
16
24
13
9
9
17
26
13
27

Constructed
Response
14
4
18
26
25
10
22
25
16
21
22
20
26
24
15
16
18
25
22
20
30
24
22
18
20
19
26
20
5
20
26
24
15
11

MultipleChoice
Un-timed
18
14
22
30
27
24
26
19
25
26
29
26
25
29
23
23
24
21
25
23
25
27
18
22
21
21
28
22
26
26
27
22
28
26

Student ID
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

Gender
m
m
m
m
m
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f

Age
22
19
20
19
20
21
23
33
23
18
42
51
19
19
19
37
56
22
31
22
19
37
35
20
51
28
27
18
34
20
20
36
29
19
21
33
20
19
20
18
26
19
.
28
39

Ethnicity
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

GEFT
5
5
5
6
8
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
8
10
10
11
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MultipleChoice
Timed
26
12
14
25
20
10
12
21
8
19
9
17
15
20
12
25
8
19
10
6
18
13
15
11
20
18
24
25
8
19
27
19
19
23
7
28
31
20
20
22
22
14
21
26
20

Constructed
Response
22
19
11
19
24
16
19
25
23
9
17
25
18
23
15
25
21
24
26
19
27
16
22
22
25
25
21
26
9
18
26
25
26
19
27
29
23
8
26
18
18
28
9
30
23

MultipleChoice
Un-timed
27
21
19
28
24
13
26
29
23
20
23
29
23
20
23
29
18
26
25
17
28
20
26
28
24
29
26
33
21
22
26
28
26
23
22
26
32
24
25
22
28
20
29
28
21

Student ID
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123

Gender
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
m

Age
27
24
20
29
19
25
20
19
20
24
31
24
21
22
20
18
18
30
37
17
20
20
28
20
20
19
38
20
19
20
19
19
19
23
19
20
21
31
19
54
19
17
20
39

Ethnicity
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h

GEFT
11
12
13
13
15
15
17
18
1
1
1
3
4
4
4
7
7
8
9
10
10
10
11
12
12
13
14
15
16
18
0
3
4
4
4
7
7
7
10
13
13
17
18
1
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MultipleChoice
Timed
24
24
13
17
19
24
19
27
32
12
26
20
26
30
10
17
17
13
26
27
21
14
18
13
16
24
30
23
29
25
22
21
22
26
15
16
21
15
24
18
26
21
24
8

Constructed
Response
26
7
25
27
28
15
22
24
16
23
27
18
22
26
27
12
23
19
24
18
29
24
9
13
6
32
25
22
26
22
27
28
20
16
31
20
26
27
29
25
32
26
30
23

MultipleChoice
Un-timed
27
24
21
23
22
25
19
29
25
26
21
26
28
28
26
26
19
25
27
22
24
29
32
25
22
23
27
28
32
27
24
27
22
23
26
22
32
22
24
24
29
26
28
22

Student ID
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133

Gender
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
f
m
m

Age
31
20
19
24
20
19
19
18
26
20

Ethnicity
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
na
na
na

GEFT
1
1
5
10
12
16
16
7
4
5
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MultipleChoice
Timed
10
10
17
31
25
14
22
23
8
21

Constructed
Response
27
27
21
30
19
19
33
28
4
19

MultipleChoice
Un-timed
20
20
23
31
26
26
30
31
13
23

APPENDIX B
RAW SCORES TO GRADE EQUIVALENCY LEVELS
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Raw Scores and Grade Equivalencies for LOW GEFT Students
Student ID
1
2
3
4
5
40
41
42
43
110
6
7
28
44
45
46
47
48
88
89
90
123
124
125
8
9
10
11
12
13
29
49
50
51
52
53

GEFT
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

MCT
13
5
19
33
12
10
12
21
8
22
16
19
13
19
9
17
15
20
32
12
26
8
10
10
12
12
18
16
26
17
9
12
25
8
19
10

NDG
7.1
4.1
9.8
17.1
6.3
5.1
6.3
10.9
4.1
11.5
8.9
9.8
7.1
9.8
4.5
9.3
8.3
10.1
16.6
6.3
13.7
4.1
5.1
5.1
6.3
6.3
9.6
8.9
13.7
9.3
4.5
6.3
13.4
4.1
9.8
5.1

CR
14
4
18
26
25
16
19
25
23
27
10
22
20
9
17
25
18
23
16
23
27
23
27
27
25
16
21
22
20
26
5
15
25
21
24
26

MCT = Multiple-Choice Timed
CR = Constructed Response
MCUT = Multiple-Choice Un-timed

NDF
8
3.6
10.5
14.7
14.2
9.4
11
14.2
13.2
15.1
5.3
12.5
11.5
4.7
10
14.2
10.5
13.2
9.4
13.2
15.1
13.2
15.1
15.1
14.2
9.4
12
12.5
11.5
14.7
3.6
8.7
14.2
12
13.7
14.7

MCUT
18
14
22
30
27
13
26
29
23
24
24
26
22
20
23
29
23
20
25
26
21
22
20
20
19
25
26
29
26
25
26
23
29
18
26
25

NDE
10.7
3.6
13.1
16.5
15.7
7.3
15.1
16.5
13.7
14.2
14.2
15.1
13.1
11.8
13.7
16.5
13.7
11.8
14.7
15.1
12.4
13.1
11.8
11.8
11.2
14.7
15.1
16.5
15.1
14.7
15.1
13.7
16.5
10.7
15.1
14.7

NDG = Nelson-Denny Form G (MCT)
NDF = Nelson-Denny Form F (CR)
NDE = Nelson-Denny Form E (MCUT)
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Student ID
14
15
30
31
32
33
54
55
56
57
91
111
16
17
34
58
59
60
92
93
94
112
113
114
132
18
19
35
36
37
61
62
63
64
126
133

GEFT
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

MCT
14
18
9
17
26
13
6
18
13
15
20
21
20
19
27
11
20
18
26
30
10
22
26
15
8
17
12
26
12
14
24
25
8
19
17
21

NDG
7.8
9.6
4.5
9.3
13.7
7.1
4.1
9.6
7.1
8.3
10.1
10.9
10.1
9.8
14.1
5.7
10.1
9.6
13.7
15.4
5.1
11.5
13.7
8.3
4.1
9.3
6.3
13.7
6.3
7.8
12.9
8.3
4.1
9.8
9.3
10.9

CR
24
15
20
26
24
15
19
27
16
22
18
28
16
18
11
22
25
25
22
26
27
20
16
31
4
25
22
22
19
11
21
26
9
18
21
19
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NDF
13.7
8.7
11.5
14.7
13.7
8.7
11
15.1
9.4
12.5
10.5
15.6
9.4
10.5
5.9
12.5
14.2
14.2
12.5
14.7
15.1
11.5
9.4
16.9
3.6
14.2
12.5
12.5
11
5.9
12
14.7
4.7
10.5
12
11

MCUT
29
23
26
27
22
28
17
28
20
26
26
27
23
24
26
28
24
29
28
28
26
22
23
26
13
21
25
27
21
19
26
33
21
22
23
23

NDE
16.5
13.7
15.1
15.7
13.1
16.5
10.1
16.5
11.8
15.1
15.1
15.7
13.7
14.2
15.1
16.5
14.2
16.5
16.5
16.5
15.1
13.1
13.7
15.1
7.3
12.4
14.7
15.7
12.4
11.2
15.1
16.5
12.4
13.1
13.7
13.7

Raw Scores and Grade Equivalencies for MID GEFT Students
Student ID
20
21
38
65
66
67
68
69
70
22
71
72
73
95
96
115
116
117
131
23
24
39
74
75
76
97
25
98
77
78
99
100
101
118
127
79
80
102
26
81
103
104
128

GEFT
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12

MCT
17
25
25
27
19
19
23
7
28
26
31
20
20
17
17
16
21
15
23
15
10
20
22
22
14
13
21
26
21
26
27
21
14
24
31
20
24
18
16
24
13
16
25

NDG
9.3
13.4
13.4
14.1
9.8
9.8
12.1
4.1
14.4
13.7
16.1
10.1
10.1
9.3
9.3
8.9
10.9
8.3
12.1
8.3
5.1
10.1
11.5
11.5
7.8
7.1
10.9
13.7
10.9
13.7
14.1
10.9
7.8
12.9
16.1
10.1
12.9
9.6
8.9
12.9
7.1
8.9
13.4

CR
20
30
19
26
25
26
19
27
29
24
23
8
26
12
23
20
26
27
28
22
18
24
18
18
28
19
20
24
9
30
18
29
24
29
30
23
26
9
19
7
13
6
19

132

NDF
11.5
16.9
11
14.7
14.2
14.7
11
15.1
16.2
13.7
13.2
4.2
14.7
6.6
13.2
11.5
14.7
15.1
15.6
12.5
10.5
13.7
10.5
10.5
15.6
11
11.5
13.7
4.7
16.9
10.5
16.2
13.7
16.2
16.9
13.2
14.7
4.7
11
3.6
7.3
3.6
11

MCUT
23
25
28
26
28
26
23
22
26
27
32
24
25
26
19
22
32
22
31
18
22
24
22
28
20
25
21
27
29
28
22
24
29
24
31
21
27
32
21
24
25
22
26

NDE
13.7
14.7
16.5
15.1
16.5
15.1
13.7
13.1
15.1
15.7
16.5
14.2
14.7
15.1
11.2
13.1
16.5
13.1
16.5
10.7
13.1
14.2
13.1
16.5
11.8
14.7
12.4
15.7
16.5
16.5
13.1
14.2
16.5
14.2
16.5
12.4
15.7
16.5
12.4
14.2
14.7
13.1
15.1

Student ID
82
83
105
119
120
27
106

GEFT
13
13
13
13
13
14
14

MCT
13
17
24
18
26
24
30

NDG
7.1
9.3
12.9
9.6
13.7
12.9
15.4

CR
25
27
32
25
32
26
25

NDF
14.2
15.1
16.9
14.2
16.9
14.7
14.2

MCUT
21
23
23
24
29
28
27

NDE
12.4
13.7
13.7
14.2
16.5
16.5
15.7

Raw Scores and Grade Equivalencies for HIGH GEFT Students
Student ID
84
85
107
108
129
130
86
121
87
109
122

GEFT
15
15
15
16
16
16
17
17
18
18
18

MCT
19
24
23
29
14
22
19
21
27
25
24

NDG
9.8
12.9
12.1
14.9
7.8
11.5
9.8
10.9
14.1
13.4
12.9

CR
28
15
22
26
19
33
22
26
24
22
30
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NDF
15.6
8.7
12.5
14.7
11
16.9
12.5
14.7
13.7
12.5
16.9

MCUT
22
25
28
32
26
30
19
26
29
27
28

NDE
13.1
14.7
16.5
16.5
15.1
16.5
11.2
15.1
16.5
15.7
16.5
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